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I. INTRODUCTION

This report is concerned with the development of noise-control

approaches applicable to a mechanical equipment permit scheme

for commercial, business, Institutlcnal, and residential high-

rise buildings. The application to low- and med!um-rlse structures

has also been considered. This project has been confined to _hose

aspects of noise control assoc-ia_"with building mechanical

equipment and systems thac can influence the quality of the ex-

terior environment in the vicln!Cy of the structure.

IC is an_Iclpa_ed that the mechanical equipment permit scheme

will be an integral part of the U. S. Envlrcnmencal Prmtectlon

Agency (EPA) model building'code for noise control. The model

building code and mechanical equlpmenC permit scheme will be

valuable Cools which communities can use to construct their own

building codes and permit approaches suited _o local needs and

conditions.

Sections 2 and _ of the report deal with the IdenClficaticn and

categorizing of equipment as noise sources; how these can be

classified and rank-ordered cn the basis of poCentla! noise im-

pact.

_ect!on 4 d!sousse_ the _ources for zhe da_a base from which =he

g.ne.a..ze, noise characteristics of each equipment category were

established in _erms of magnitude and frequency structure, as a

function of _-os... or ocher operational parameters,

in Sections 5, _, and 7, _he technical procedures are developed

ca_.u.a..ng the magnitude of noise produced by specific items

-!-
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of equipment, within each category, as a function of the details

concerning mechanical performance which ordinarily are available

from building plans and specifications.

Sections 8 and 9 contain procedures for calculating the noise

level at an assigned point of reference outdoors due to mechanical

equipment and systems serving the building that is being screened

for permit purposes.

Section l0 contains a series of worksheets and guidelines for

thei_ use in Derformin_ the calculations necessary _o evaluate

a given mecha.nio&l design for exterior noise Impact. A discussion

of the potential for errors and the uncertainties tha_ affect the

reliability of calculated results is also included.

Having developed the procedure and workeheets for calculating

meohanioal-equipment noise levels at specific points of reference

S_ction i! discusses how the procedure migh_ be incorporated into

a mechanical equipment permit scheme. A recommended scheme is

developed by first examining the strengths and weaknesses of en-

forcement strategies currently being used by various Jurisdictions

aoro0s the country. These exls_Ing s_ra_egiee are evaluated in

terms of effectiveness, Ceas!bi!ity, and enfcrcemen_ coe_s. This

evaluation identifies the importance of !eg_l provisions; but

more !mDort_ntly shows which en$orcement practices increase and

which decrease the probability that mechanical-equipment noise

will _e controlled.
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT NOISE SOURCES IN
BUILDINGS THAT CAN SIGNIFICANTLY INFLUENCE THE EXTERIOR
ENVIRONMENT

The identification of building mechanical equipment that can

potentially impact the exterior noise environment depends on four

factors:

1. The noise power produced by the equipment.

2. The location of the equipment (i.e. whether It is outdoors

or indoors).

3. The noise transmission path from the equipment source to

receiver.

4. The ambient noise level at the receiver location due to

other sources.

2.] Outdoor EQuipment

Equipment normally located outdoors (such as a cooling _cwer, for

example) usually will have a greater potential Impact on the ex-

terior environment, for a given noise power, than equipment _hat

is normally located indoors; the sound atCenuaclon between source

and receiver a= comparable distances is typically less, This gen-

era!!zacion leads co the grouping of building mechanical equipment

on the basis of normal installation location, when classifying

specific items wlzh regard to potential noise impact.

_f the analysis is restricted co machinery associated with building

hea:Ing, vent!!a?!ng, or air-conditioning systems (HVAC), the

equipment mcsz' likely to be located outdoors may be iden_ifled as

f.o!lows:

-3-
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i. Cooling Towers and Evaporative Condensers

"2. Air-Cooled Condensers (with or without integral compressors)

3 Packaged Roof-Top HVAC Units

4. Exhaust Fans

5. Room Air Conditioners (condenser side)

In addition to the above, outdoor equipment may include trans-

formers, emergency power generator sets, circulating pumps, etc.,

although these items are more generally located indoors in built-

up urban areas

2.2 Indoor £qui_ment

With regard to equipment normally located indoors but coupled to

the outdoors through ventilation openings or ducts, the following

items will most frequently be of concern:

1. Air Return/Exhaust Fans (discharge side)

2. Air Supply Fans (intake side)

3. Centrifugal Chillers

_. Reciprocating Chillers

5. Refrigeration Compressors

6. Ai_ Compressors

7. Transformer Substation Equipment

_. Emergency Power Generators

9. Radiator Fans

I0. Circulating Pumps

-4-
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3. CATEGORIZATION OF EQUIPMENT NOISE SOURCES

By for _he mo8_ frequen_ encountered envi_onmen_ol no_se _rob-

_ema aeaoe_=csd w_Ch bui_dlnq meehan_ea_ systems are ulCh lone.

Mosb building equipment, with the possible exception of pumps and

compressors, contain fans of one type or another; the noise of a

cooling tower or condensing unit, for example, is principally

that due to the fan components. For this reason, considerable

emphasis has been placed on the predlc_Ion scheme for fan-noise

evaluation in developing the technical backup for noise-estimation

procedures presented in Section 10 of this report.

Compressor equipment establishes another !mportan_ category of

buildln_ noise sources; these are frequently located in mechanical

spaces oc penthouses _hat contain large areas of openings to t_e

exterior for ventilation. Of particular significance are reclpro-

ca_ing._:d centrifugal compressors used in both packaged and

built-up water/brlne chillers for alr-oondi_Ionlng or refrigeration-

system apgl!caticns. Air compressors are of less significance in

most commercial or residential hi_-rlse buildings ; they are gen-

erally small in capacity because their use is primarily for pow-

ering pneumatic control devices in HVAC systems. However, air

compressors used in laboratory processing and pneumatic conveyor

applications can be very significant in their potential for noise

impact on =he surrounding environment.

Elec_rical substation transformers rated a_ or above 500 EVA must

also be considered. ."_nereare electrical substations serving mosZ

large buildings that con_aln transformers and cooling fa_s which

are typica!!y either located outdoors cr in vaults. Those in vaults

are ven_ed zo _he outside through openings in the building either a_

grade level or fro= a sub-grade level _hrou_h sidewalk grilles.

D

>
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A less significant category of building noise sources includes

pumps, electric motors, emergency Dower systems, and miscellane-

ous building support equipment. The noise problems traceable

to motors are usually caused by the motor-cooling fan. Pump

noise is hard to separate from that of the drive motor except

in cases where a strong tone is generated at the impeller blade-

passage frequency. Emergency power generators can be very noisy.

However, in normal times, the units are typically operated only

for test during a 30-mlnute interval on a once-a-week basis;

test operations are generally scheduled to minimize noise impact.

However, we are aware of several instances (a hospital in San

Diego, for example) where emergency power systems are used during

peak-load periods, On a daily basis, to supplement the power

available from the local utility; in these cases, "emergency"

generator systems can have significant noise impact.

Thus, there are four broad cate_crles cf building-equipment noise

sou/'oes, summarized below in decreasin_ order of significance:

1. Nan systems and fans used as components in p'ackaged equipment

(Inoludln_ boilers).

2. Compressor equipment.

3. Transformer subs_atlcns.

_. Pu...-_.s,motors, and emergency power units (when operated only

for zest).
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF BUILDING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT NOISE

4.1 Sources for the Oata Base

A complete description of the noise produced by a particular piece

of mechanical equipment requires thedetailed measurement and

analysis of the following characteristics:

!. Noise magnitude (sound power level or sound pressure level at

a reference distance).

2. Frequency Spectrum (whether predominantly broadband, pre-

dominantly pure-tone, or, a mixture of the two).

3. Temporal variations in magnitude and frequency distribution

that occur with changes in operating conditions, operating

points, or sudden changes due to cycling of components.

At the present time such detailed dar:_ on the noise of specific

products rarely, if ever, appear in a manufacturer's catalog

(although they may exlsc as part of a product improvement or

development program)• Part of the reason is the manufacturer's

concern that the building mechanical designer would have great

diffle_ity in evaluating such detailed informaClon in terms of

his o_nc requirements; he might easily become confused, possibly

reaching the wrong conclusion, when making comparisons with

competitive prcduc_s whose catalog information cn noise is

"played down" as a potential source of problems•

_n equipment areas where no industry standards have yet been

adopted, :he 99mp!eteness of an individual manufacturer's pub-

lished data c_ product noise tends to match that of the competi-

¢e.t,.ie..t.on requirementZion. Furthermore, unless some form of - '_ _

exis_s, the publls_ed data can become so "massaged" thac any

-7-
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significant d...e._nces between competing products tend to vanish.

Thus, some uncertainty exists about the reliability of published

catalog data in product areas where industry standards for noise

rating either do not exist or are not subject to certification

or other forms of "policing."

!.Mere industry standards pertaining to equipment noise do exist,

it is important to distinguish between standards for noise

measurement and standards for noise rating. A further distinc-

tion is required between certified noise ratings and ratings

"based" on industry standards.

For example, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and

Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), in the role of a technical

society, over the years has developed or adopted standards for

the ms_su_e_en= of equipment nols_ in several HVAC product areas.:

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is als._ develop-

ins standards for noise measurement that cover a broade_ scope of

equipment categories. 2 However, these standards deal prlmacily

with the problems of noise measurement and do not address the

question of noise rating (how to process and Interpret measured

data).

In practice, industry _rade associations such as the Air-Conditioning

and Eefrigeration Zns=itu=e (AR!) and the Air Moving and Conditioning

Association (AMCA) assume the responsibility for developing rating

standards. (an some cases it may also include a measurement pro-

cedure.) These standards are available for use by member com_.anies

and o:hers, as a basis for _he product noise-rating information

that is _-n_d to _he field. _,_,s

_ a __w Instances, these - _ for• .a....E standards are used as the basis

.e.t..-_-_..n proErzms wi=hin the trade associations, whereby member

-8-
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companies can measure and publish product noise ratings that are

backed up by independent laboratory testing of random samples

drawn from the participating manufacturers. At the present time,

however, few of Chess certification programs apply to products

in the size ranges of concern in commercial or residential high-

rise buildings.6

More generally, the test and rating standards that presently

exist are used by manufacturers on an optional basis to describe

product noise, _i_ho_ the requirement for certification at the

trade-association level. Presumably a member company may be asked

by the assmcatlon to verify the capability of his Z_bo_or_ to

meet the requlremencs embodied in the test standard, should the

procedure be specifically referenced in the published data. How-

ever, in the case of non-member companies and others who state

chat their tests are "based" on a particular standard, the quality

of the published data is subject co wide variation in credibility.

Consequently, many of the data obtained from manufacturer's cata-

logs and ocher published sources during tbls Project have required

careful screenin_ and interpretation for applicability in charac-

Cer!z!n_ noise sources of equipment used in buildings. These

data have been supplemented by measurements made by Bolt Beranek

and Ne,_m.an (BBN) cn ocher related proJects_and by new data cb-

=ained in field surveys conducted specifically for _his Project.

Zn addition, ARI and several of their member companies undertook

a cocperztlve program to furnish the Project with current data in

several equipment categories for which little information has yet

appeared in the literature.

-9-
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4.2 Selection, of Scheme for Classifyino Equipment Noise

From the outset, we have taken the position that the technical

review process, which is required in support, of a mechanical I

equlpmen_ permit scheme, must be of minimum complexity if it _ _,

5is tO find acceptance at the Building-Offlcial level or that

of the Builder/Mechanical Designer. Therefore, the task has

been one of developing a procedure that is simple enough to fol-

low with a minimum of experience in acoustical engineering, bus

yet is capable of providing answers _hat are meaningful and

dependable.

A second factor of importance is that the curren_ trend and

format of environmental noise-control criteria should strongly

influence the metric chosen for the technical review process

!ncc_-_orated in the mechanical eq.u_ipment permit scheme.

Taking these two factors Into account, a strong case can be

made for using A-weighted sound levels, rather than octave-

band or one-thlrd-octave-band levels, for the numerical output

of the technical review process. Once this conolusion_is

reached, two other decisions are required:

1. The use of _n A-weighted sound level to describe mechanical

noise does not different!ate between a piece of equipment

whose spectrum contains significant narrowband or pure-tone

components and one whose spectrum is principally broadband

in character. For example, a power transformer vs. a fan.

There iS _Iso a concern that the A-weighted level does no_
4 _q

properly classify ,..aoh.ne°y such as large air compressors

and __..a__on .nduced noise radiation from rotating equip-

ment because the or* o_• .n ._a- ener_ is typically at !ow fre-

quencles.

o -!O-N
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These concerns are serious if _he quesClon of subjective

response is to be adequately addressed. However, con-

sidering that the present trend in setting limits on en-

vironmental noise is to use a metric that is essentially .
only "!evel-sensltive," there is no Justification for

&

making the ratings of machinery noise more complex than

the criteria that are likely to be used to evaluate it.

2. If the ou_u_ of the technical procedure that is embodied

in che permit scheme is to be an A-weighted sound level,

the input information must in some way refer to the shape

of _he frequency spectrum.

Th_s information is required because many nolse-control

elements that can appear in the path between source and

receiver are frequency-sensltive in their performance.

Fo_ example, the noise of a vane-axial fan peaks about

one-octave higher in the frequency spectrum than a cen-

_r!fuga! fan. Because the attenuation provided by most

commercial sound traps increases significantly with fre-

quency over the range of interest, the resulting A-weighted

noise reduction is __enera!!y greater when used with vane-

axial as opposed to centrifugal fans.

Taking all of these ccnslderaticns into account, the simplest

base for classifying mechanical-equlpment noise that retains
_4 4

eu...c.ent information about the source for use in the permit

scheme re_.uires two e!emen-s.

!. A-Wei{hzed Sound .=ower Level (the use of A-weighted sound

pressure level at a reference dis'.ance is also acceptable

in some slzua:icns).
;
i

-ll-
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2. Identification of the spectrum shape, for example, by

comparison with several generalized reference s_ectra.

4.3 Cla,sslfloatlcns of Mechan.i,,cal£quipment,.Npise

4.3.1 Sound Power Love! vs. Sound Pressure Level

The argument generally advanced for using Power Level rather

than Pressure Level in quantifying equipment noise is that

the power radiated is not dependent on the acoustical proper-

ties of the surroundings, whereas the pressure depends on

distance, room'absorDtlcn, or the geometry of the installation.

For simple point sources (and enos whose power output is not

appreciably affected by the radiatlcn impedance presented by

the test environment) there is a classical relationship between

power and _ressure chat permits using _£_ha_ descriptor, with

only small uncertainties in the translation from one to the

other. In the classical relationship, the sound pressure level

is assumed zo dmop off at the rate of 6 d_ per doubling of dis-

tahoe, initially, until the ref!ecsed ener_ begins to dominate;

at some._olnt the level becomes constant and independent of

greater distances.

However, for larger sources outdoors, or for a distribution of

several sources over an ex_ended surface, the sound pressure

in _he vicinity of the source is not _elated to the radiated

power by the simple Inverse-squa.-e distance law; and in the

in_cor situation, there is growing evidence that the relation-

ship between t_e radiated sound power and the resulting sound

_ressure at a 9o!nt in _he room does not follow the direct/

reverberant field relationship generally assumed in current

practice. For _he aotual situation, in typical mechanical

-12-
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rooms, :he drop in sound pressure level is observed to be

closer to 3 dB per doubling of distance and the "constant"

reverberant field level cannot be found.

This is particularly true for an extended source such as a

large piece of equ!pmen_ and in "cluttered" rooms where the

a_sorpt!ve treatment is concentrated on a single surface, such

as the ceiling. In these sltua_ions !c is more reliable _o

estimate the sound pressure level at some desired distance,

based on the sound level measured close to the machine isuoh

as one meter), rather than to calculate it uslnE a known sound

_ower level and the classical reverberant room equation.

Thus, there is no slmple answer to the question of whether

sound power level or sound pressure level should be used for

the input da_a in the technical review procedure of the Mechan-

ical Equipment Permit Scheme. In some situations _T.eacer re-

liability will result by using sound pressure level at a ref-

erence distance; in ochers, the use of sound power level will

be _referaDle.

_n the case of outdoor equipment, the use of sound power level

for so_-ce charao_erlzation is zhe better choice in most !n-

stances, if sound pressure level is used, then the reference

dlszance should be large w!:h respect to :he source dimensions

.(a_ leas_ one, buc preferably two to three times _he major

equipment dimension).

4.3.1.2 Tn_or Eou_3men$

The use cf sound :cwer level for source characterization is

recommended for el! fan equipment and for cer_aln small

-13-
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packaged refrigera=ion or air-compressor equipment; _hls is

consistent with the present trend in !ndus_ry standards for

noise rating.

We recommend the use of sound pressure level at a distance

such as 3 feet (or i meter) for large machinery such as cen-

trifugal chillers, _ransfcrmer substation equipment, etc; this

is also oonslsten_ with the present trend in industry ratin8

standards. _

_.3.2 Classification by Spectrum Sha_es

The use of an A-welghted mettle for machinery noise must be

supplemented by some identification of the typical frequency

spectrum associated with the equipment, in order to compute

the attenuation provided by frequency-senslt!ve noise-con=tel

devices.

We have reviewed many noise data representing a number of equip-

ment ca_egmries =o determine how best =o classify differences

in the frequency spectra encountered. Since pure-tone components

and other narrowband characteristics cannot be dealt with (for

the reasons discussed above) the review was confined to an ana!-

ysis of spectra! distributions in octave bands.

We found, if the octave-band noise spectra are first adjusted by

A-weigh=ing and then normalized at _00 Hz or !000 Hi, that a

plateau region exists, typically three-octaves wide, where the

levels are nominally consign=; and also that these _hree bands

can be !den=Dfled with specific =y_es Of equipment. From thls

evolved a classification scheme that requires only four charac-

teristic spectra for identifying frequency conten=. A possible
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except!on is with tbansfcrmers where significant differences

ex!s_ between fan-cooled and radiant-cooled equipment.

The four classifications are as follows: (The octave-band

levels, adjusted by A-weighting, are typically cons_an_ w!bhin

:! dB in the indicated bands.)

Class IZ g00, I000, 2000 Hz _.r._e._,

Class !I! i000, 2000, 4000 Hz _
Class IrA 125, 250, 500 Hs (radiant cooled bransformers) \

IVB !25, 250, 500, i000 _z (Can cooled _ransfcrmers_

I= was found that the (Ioga_-ibbm!o) sum of A-welghted co=ave-

band levels at the center frequeng!es indicated was generally

within I 4._A Of t_e value for the enD!re spectr,_. Thus, a

feasible scheme for rating equi_men_ noise can be es=abllshed

by ueln_ Dhe A-weighted sound power (o_ pressure) level wlbh

an added subscri_b _o denote the s_eetrum classiflea_Ion. For

example, Lw - 1O_ _BA= would _efer =o an A-welg_ted sound

power level of i05 dBA assoela_ed with a Class I tyDe spectrum.

4.4 Examm_es of _quloment with Similar Character_stlc Spectrum
Shaoes

..S_S }The .ol!c_.n_ equ._ment'- _' " grouped by spec:r,'.m elassifica_ion,

have been es:abl!s_ed from an analysis Of =he available data.

The da:a base came from manufacturers' cata!c_s, :he technical

...e.._u.., -.J files on previous _roJects, new field da_a ob-

tained by BB_, and !nfo.-_..a_ion recently furnished us by AR_

somber c_m_anles.
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!. Class Z (250, 500, I000 Hz A-weighted octave-band levels

similar)

a. CenCrlfugal Fans (airfoil, backward inclined, forward

curved, and modified radial)

b. Cooling Towers with Propeller Fans

c. Rotary Screw Compressors

d. Large Air Com.cressors

2. Class ZZ (500, 1000, 2000 Hz A-welghted octave-band levels

similar)

a. Vane-Axlal Pans

b. Air-Cooled Condensing Units

c. Packaged Roof-top HVAC Units

d. Cooling Towers with Centrifugal Pans

e. Chillers with Reciprocating Compressors

f. Chillers with Direct-Drive" Hermetic Cen_rlfugal

Compressors

g. Pumps

h. _lectric _',Ic_ors

!. Diesel-Engine Generators

3. Class _Z_ (!000, 2000, _000 Hz A-weighted octave-band levels

similar)

a. Chillers with Znterna!ly-Geared, Hermetic Centrifugal

Compressors

b. Large Chillers (> 1,000 TR) .Comb Direct and Gear-Dr!yen

_'. Class Z:IA (125, 250, 500 Hz A-weighted co'.ave-band levels

siml !ar )

a. Transformers (radiant cooled)

_. T'_ass !'_ (125, 2_0, 500, !000 Hz A-weighted octave-band

levels similar)

a. Transformers (fan-cooled)

-16-
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The majority of the equipment of concern to the Permit Scheme

falls into either the Class I or II characteristic spectrum

categories. The noise-reduction elements most frequently used

in HVAC systems, such as packaged sound attenuators and duc_

lining materials, also will most generally be applied with

equipment in _hese spectrum classifications. This suggests

that only two A-welghted noise-reductlon ra_ings may be required

for such elements.

-!?-
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5. RECOMMENOED PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING THE A-WEIGHTED SOUND
POWER LEVEL OF FAN EQUIPMENT IN GENERAL

Wish few exceptions, the A-welghted sound power or sound pres-

sure leveis of equipment used in buildings are predictable in

terms of a constant Cwh!ch varies with the specific type of

equipment) plus corrections for size and other operational

parameters.

In the case of fans, the correction factors are based on air

volume, total static pressure, and percent of peak s=at!c

efficiency a= the po!nm of opera=ion. Several types of com-

ponents, such as condensing units and packaged HVAC units,

correlate best with a correction factor based on =he cooling

capac!tZ. Still others correlate bobber by a simple relaClon-

ship to the total horsepower of She drive motors.

5.1 Influence of Static Efffclency on Fan Noise Levels

A number of s=udles of fan-nolse charac=erls=ics are found in '

:_e literature, Host papers cn =his subject within the lass

five co =an years agree t_ac fan noise is predictable on the

basis of fan type, air volume, and stable _ressure; but cn!y

a few references can be cited to show the effect cf fan ef-

ficiency cn the noise level actually produced in a field ap-

p!Ica:Ion. _-22

As s:azed previously, air-moving devices can be considered one

of the mos= _gzif!can= sources of noise in =be exterior en-
vi_cnmen_ resulting from operation of building mechanical

equipment and systems. Thus_ we have Investlga=ed the poten-

tial error in fan-noise estimates likely t_ be introduced by

D
I
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neE!ec_!ng the static efficiency at the point of operation on the

fan curve. We conclude that =his factor must n_¢ be Ignoz'ed.

The fan may actually be as much as 12-15 dBA noisier than es-

timated by neElectlng s_a_Ic efficiency, if the operating

point) fo_" example, should lie within the range of 50 percen_ -

60 percen_ of pe_k Static efficiency.
w.

Many fan applications in the field bperaCe at points sub_ta_ti_ally l'

to the rlSht of the peek in the sEatlc-efficiency curve. This +. . l "

." ,

is the reason _hat an Ins+allatlon frequerr_ly turns out to be ..+...;

noisier than anticipated in design. Although the ASHRAE Hand- -"

book, which is the basis for many current design estimates of

fan noise, cautions a_alns_ makin_ a fan selec_!on too ram off

=he _olnt of peak efficiency, no relationship is given to demon-

st.-ate =he importance of this factor.

Tc s_in an Insight to this prcble..n, we queried several major

manu$ao_uDers for data on noise at operating points other than

peak staclo efficiency (most Costs for noise rating are custom-

am!!y run in the range of peak s_atic efficiency). Although

the response was mixed, we were able to obtain enough da_a to

observe t._e trend of chanses in noise level with point cf cpeDa-

tlon on _he fan curve. These data were normalized to specific

sound .-.owe."level at ;_ 8c_:_.= .ff_4..='_ and compamed with

oompuzatioms based cn _he method published in t._e current AZHRAE

H_ndbock; I_ _od a_.-..-emen:was found.

co.... atlon obtained for air-A sa._le cf ._e s=a-ic-eff!ciency .....'T

foil-ty_e fa_s, us!mE data furnished by _wo manufactu_-ers, is

shown in Figure I. ::OCe that a- - +"'+..z%d!c..on based on the current

(!9?6) ASH?.A-" Handbook would be in asreemen= a= about 9_ _ercent

-19-
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Note: Der|ved From C_t_l(xJ Informer|on
_vld_ b/ Twa Ma_or Manu_ct-

"_ uf_ oF C_ntr/FugaJFaro

Q

"_ 2a
N

i i

1976 A_H_A_ Hae_r_:_k

_-lg
= 40 50 . 60 70 80 90 IdO

u

FIGURE I, " CHANGE IN A - WEIGHTE0 SOUN0 POWER LEVEL
WITH POINT OF OPERATION ON FAN
PERFORMANCE CURVE
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peak s:a:Ic efficiency, and significantly underestimates the

noise level if :he fan ac:ually runs at lower efficiency. The

slope cf the curve implies that fan-noise level increases i dB

per 3 poln:s reduction in percent of peak s_a=ic efficiency.

A detailed analysis of the data indicated tha= these changes

with static efficiency are relatively constant over a wide

frequency range and :hue can be applied Co the A-weighted level.*

_qus, i_ Is clear that the estimation of fan-noise power must

include a correction for operating point on the fan curve.**

*One manufacturer who'has bes:ed several o:her types of cen-

trifugal as well as vane-axial fans recommends that a similar

¢orrec_icn of tbls magnitude be applied in all cases. Al:bcugh

:he peak. s:a_ic efficiency varies'with :he type of fan, the _or-

rectlon factor is expressed as a percen_ of peak efficiency and

is assumed :o be Inde_enden$ of t_e absolute peak value. The

differences in :he absolute noise !eveis for fans of ct_er

tymes whose charac_er!stic _eak _ _• . e...o.ency is !mwer is presumaD!y

acc_nzed for in the value identified wi_h :he speclflc sound

_cwer level _iven in :he ASHEAE Handbook.

**The Impliea:Ions of this conclusion are an Impcr:ant considera-_D#_

zion in ener_j conservatlcn. A fan o_era_ing a: low sza:Ic ef-_ u e.__

..c ....cy .__ .... s a e._ ......an_.y _..a=.. pc e. .nput _c. _he <._''7

sa..........n.. _a_.c pressu, e :hart one prov.d_ng _he s_Jne du.y [ _w..../
\

_ut a hi_her, efflciency. For a given duty, a lower e.f.ci., y

fan eeleczic_ .;ili re_resent a _vu_m f_rs: cos: (some space

savln_ also) bum a _2ng_ _=era:_g e_=. Ho_,_ever, considering

:Ma: __ ..._:_"-_'_-_"_.._......_fan so!co:ion may reculre, also a larger firs:-

_$s: i'..v.m_'..m..._'_for n_se ¢_:_c_, one should ques=!on the decl-

zlcn z_ uae -_=....less _'"_-'-...°_.....fan a: -=!!!

E
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5.2 Procedure for E_ti,mat_n 9 the A-Weighted Sound Power Level

For estimating the A-weighted sound power level oC Can equip-

ment, the recommended equation assumes the follow!n E form:

Lw(A) - KA + A + B + C dBA

where

.. e,_h _ _ound . . . Level re l0-12 WattLw(A) = _-:.t "- :_d =o,.te _

KA = A-weighted Specific Sound Power Level re 10 "12 Watt*
A = CoDrection for Air Volume, dB (I0 log elm)

B - Correction for iota! static pressure, dS (20 log Ps)

C = Correction for _ercent of peak s=atio efficiency,

d_ C108 - 5_ !o_ _ pea_ _.E.).

• ,o. fames ofThe values of _A and t_e eoectrur classification _ -
various ty;es are _rovlded in Table 1 below. These val.as

are based on t_e oo=ave band spectra corresponding to Specific

_ound Power Level (as a function of fan type) published in =he

1976 ASHRAE HandbooM. Adjustments have been made to account

for the blade-eassage frequency. (Typographical errors _resent

in the Handbook tables have also been corrected.)

The values of _e correo:ion factors, A, B, and C, are _zbu-

lamed in Tables _, 3, and a, .... "v _,,.eS_.C.. e.._, for t_e range of

.7_.o_- o_erz:In_ conditions encountered in prac:ioe.

_Seeclfi: 3ound ?o;.;er Level is :ha_ level corres=ond!ng to a

Can "_'_"_'-S-_-j-..e cf_ a: I" w._. static pressure.

-22-
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TABLE l

Pan Noise Estimation Parameters

Fan Type KA(dBA ) Spectru_ P_• Classification_'_

A. Centrifugal Design

l. Airfoil
Backward Curved
Backward _nellned

a. %¢heel diameter, 36" & over* 35 I
b. Wheel diameter, less than 36" ., 40 !.

2. Forward Curved C_,_ w4_-_" _h-- 39

3. Modified Radial _M_e/ m,m. ?_

a. Wheel diameter, 40" & over* _5 I
b. 9_eel diameter, less _han tO" 50

B. Vane-Axial Desi_-n

_0_ _ub/Diam..e_er Ratio

a. Wheel diameter, _0" & over _ 46 I_
b. _._ee! diameter, lees _han 40" 52 II

C. Props!let (Exbaus_ or Ventilation
(A_p!ioations) 52 I

•Reoent data from _wo fan equ!pmenE manufacturers indicate

:hat _be scot!fie sound power level is also de_enden_ upon

fan _iame_er; _e peak fan efficiency is reduced a_ wheel

dia.m..e_ers below _he breakpoint indlca_ed. This fac: is no_

recognized in _e !976 ASHRAE Handbook.

-_3-
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TABLE 2

Correction Factor "A," For Fan Air Volume

Air Volume Correction Factor
i000 CEM dB

1.0 30

1.3 31

1.6 32

2.0 33

2;5 34

3.2 35

_.O 36

_.0 37

5.0 38

8.0 39

Zq 40

16 _2

20 43

2_ aq

32 a5

UO a6

5o 47

_0 a8

_0 a9

100 50

..13o 51

-l_O 52

200 53
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TABLE 4

Correction Factor "C," For Percent of Peak Static Efficiency

Static Efficiency Correction Factor
ofPeak dB

93-1oo o
90-92 Z

87-89 2

8a-8_ 3

81-83

78-80 5

75-77 6

72-74 7

69-71 8

66-68 9

63-65 i0

60-6_ 11

_7-59 12

5_-_6 13

_8-5o 15

I

: -26-
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5.3 Examole Illustratino Use of the Rrooedure to Estimate

Bound Power Level of ,Fan,s

An example to illustrate the procedure for estimating fan noise

Dower level using Tables l, 2, 3, and 4 is given below.

5.3.1 Equipment Selection Based on First-Cost Considerations

A building exhaust fan is to handle 60,000 ¢fm at 2.5" w.g.

static pressure. Based on first-cost considerations, the mechan-

ical engineer has selected a _O"-diameter, double-wld_h, double-

inlet airfoi! fan (_0 AF DWD_).

From _he catalog performance data it is de_ermlned that this

particular fan is capable of operating at a peak _tatic ef-

ficiency of 78 percent; however, for the selected du=y, the

_oin= of o_eration on the fan curve corresponds go a static

efficiency of only _ _ercent. ."_nepercentage of peak static

efficiency, therefore, is _6 _ercenC (_ ÷ 79 x i00).

K. - 35 dBA (Table !, Airfoil fan > 36")

A . a8 dB (Table 2, correction for 60,000 cfm)

B - a dB (Table 3, coffee=ion for 2._" s_a_ic _ressure)

C • 13 dB (Table 4, correc_ion for 56_ of peak static efficiency

Lw(A) • K._ + A + B + C

--!9
" 3_ + _8 ÷ 8 + 13 " !0a dBA re !0 - Wa=Z.

4 _4 _4
_.3.2 Ecui_m_n: Se!ec=ion Based cn Opt .......n_ Operat!nm Costs

Considernow a case for _ _:- _s)
S-m..-- fan duty (_0,000 cfm _ 2.5"

exoe;_ t_at _e mechanical engineer makes a fan selection based

-azl
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cn optimizing mechanical efficiency, thereby reducing operating

COSTS.

The fan selected might be a 60 AF DWDi rather than the 40 AF

DWD! chosen in the previous example. The peak static efficiency

for this fan would still be 78 percent; however, the point of

operation cn the fan curve.would be at about 70 percent static

efficiency. Thus, the percent of peak static efficiency would

be 90 percent; and the C-correctlon term would be only 1 dB.

This change to a more efficient fan reduces the sound power

level by 12 c_A! This reduction in noise, achieved by choosing

an off!cleric fan, is comparable to the attenuation provided by

a 3-foot commercial packaged sound trap. Thus, to offset the.

increase in noise resulting from the selection of a less ef-

ficient fan would require the installation of a sound trap That

othe_!se might no: be necessary.'

5.3.3 First Cos= vs. Operatln_ Cost

in prao:!ce, the c_o!ce of a less efficient fan is generally

based on lower firs: cost and smaller space requirements. For

:he fan and drlve-motor se!ecti_ns used in the above examples,

_he cos: difference is about S3900. _owever, _he cos: of adding

a sound _rap to obtain the e_ulva!en: noise level would be about

_!_00. _" --_.ne...cre, the ne_ savings in first cc=t would be in the

range of Sfl_0.

Consider now :he impac: on long-term opera:ing costs: The less

-_"'_---....._..,.fan_ .l_.-_"require about _ brake-horsepower to meet
_q 4

:_e design operating conditions; the more e...coent f_ to do

:he same Job requires only 34 brake-horsepower. This is a

saving of 20 _p, cr l_ k{¢. AZ Q cen_slkWh, operating 12 hours/day,

I/_ days/week, there is a _-eav...g in powe_ costs in excess of

D
n
m
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m
(

=
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$2000/year. Thus _he savings in Cirst cost with the less el- _

fio!ent fan would be offset by operating cost after the first

year's operation. In addition, for the local utility pro- 2_p_j_,
riding the power, the 20 hp reduction in motor size for the

efficient fan would correspond to a saving of about 106 barrels

of oil per year! ----

-29-
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6. RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE A-WEIGHTED

SOUND POWER LEVEL OF OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

We recommend the use of Sound Power Level for expressing the

noise magnitude Of outdoor equipment. This is consls_ent with

bhe present trend of industry measurement and rating standards

for h'VAC equipment. A possible exception is with cooling

towers a_d transformer substations, wblch, due to their large

physical size, are more frequently raced in terms of sound

pressure level at some reference distance,

6.1 Packaqed HVAC Roof-Tom Unite

These un!Cs cypica!iF are self-contained, packaged, HVAC sys-

tems composed of three component psmt_:

1. A cooling section containing one oD more reciprocating

con_.ressors, plus an air-cooled condenser genera!!y using

prope!!er-tyDe fans.

_.. A heating sect!on contalning either a gas/oi!-fired furnace,

o_ resistance beater e!emencs in ecn4unc_ion with a reverse-

•cycle heat pur___; the heat pump would, utilize the same com-

ponents described in _tem ! above,

_. A fan section containing a supply fan and a return/exhaust

fan.

._2h.eexterior noise level generated by these un!_s is ty;Ica!!y

a mixture of _he four principal sources listed below _n order

of s!gnlf:cance.

-30-
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!. Air-cooled condenser fan

2. Discharge side of return/exhaust fan

3. Intake side of supply fan

4. Compressor and unit casing.

Because very little information on the exterior noise levels of

:hese units could be found in =he manufacturers' current cata-

logs, we sought _he assistance of Air-Conditloning and Refriger-

ation !nsCItute (ARi). A request was made that ARZ member com-

panies contribute whatever data were available to an information

pool, which would then be used as the basis for bracketinE the

range of noise levels likely to be encountered in field applica-

tions. _= was hoped that a data correlation mlgh_ be Found _hat

would permit _he estimation oF noise levels baaed on a simple

relationship to unit size or capacity.

-_e Zndus_ry responded by making available dama on 21 dlfferen=

units within the capacity range of i0&82 Tons Refrigeration (TR).*

These data, _cgether with those measured independently by BBN on

!l additional units, were found to correlate with refrigeration

capacity in a predictable m_nner.

The corre!a_ion of _he da:a provided by AR! is shown in Figure 2;

_he best fit is L_(A) - ?7 ÷ !2 log (TR), dBA, with a standard

error cf estimate, s, equal to 3 dB. We recommend thaZ noise

eel!mat!on _or use in _he _erm!_ Scheme be based on the best-fit

curve plus one standard error as . ._owe:

5wCA) = _0 + 12 log (TR), dBA;

_he _-_ -_ frequency s_ec_rum., was found _o be Class i!Cn--..C.-.-_ .C

_Cne _on is e_ulvalenc zc a capacity of 12,000 Btu/hour.

-31-
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Table 5A lists the estlma_ed A-Weighted Sound Power Levels in

increments of 1 dBA for the capacity range of 10-200 TR.

6.2 Air-Cooled Condensinq Units/Chillers

These units are components of many .5"VACsystems used in buildings.

They are frequently remote from the rest of the system and are

located outdoors. .n_neunits may or may not contain integral

compressor equipment; however, they will always contain fans--

generally of the propeller type.

Very little information on the operating noise levels of these

units was found in manufacturers' current oata!ogs, and the as-

s!stance of ARI was requested again. The industry responded wi_h

data on 40 units of various designs within a capacity range of

i0-i00 TR. included in the sampl_ were data for alr-cooled

condensers, with and without integral compressors, and.for air-

cooled chillers.

The best fit to =he data, as shown in Figure 3, is

Lw(A) = 7_ ÷ 12 log (TR), dBA,

wish a s_andard error of estimate equal to 3 dB. Thus, for use

:.;iththe Permit Scheme we recommend estimating the A-weighted

_cund power level cn =he basis of:

. . Lw(A) - 78 ÷ 12 log (TR), dBA;

the character!sOle frequency spectrum was found co be Class _I.

Table 5B lists :he estimated A-_C_!ghted Sound Power Levels in

!ncremen=s of 1 dBA for =he capacity r_ge oC i0-200 TR.

-33-
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TABLE 5

A-Weighted Sound Power Levels of Outdoor HVAC Equipment

Equipment Type Rated Capacity Sound Power Level (A-Wei_hted)
Tons dBA re 10-12 _latt

A lO- iz 92
12 - 13 93
!4- 16 94

Packaged "Rooftop" 17 - 20 95
HVAC Equipment 21 - 24 96

25 - 29 97
Range !0-200 TR 30 - 35 98

36 - 42 99
Frequency Spec=ru.m 4_ - 51 i00

Class _ 52 - 62 !01
63 - 75 102
76 - 91 lO3
92 - 11o io_
iii- 133 1o5
!3_ - 152 106
153 - 200 107

l0- ii 90
12 - 13 9!
la - 16 92

Aim-Cooled !7 - 20 93
Condensing Units/ 21 - 2_ 94

Ch&l!ers 25 - 29 95
30 - 35 96

Ranse 10-200 TR 36 - 42 97
a3 - 5! g8

_requeney Spec:r_ 52 - 62 99
Class iZ 53 - 75 !00

7G - 91 I01
92 - !!Q IC2

ii! - !33 !03
"" 134 - 162 104

153 - 200 IQ_
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6.3 Cooling Towers And Evaoorative Condensers

These units are components of many HVAC systems used !n buildings.

They are located outdoors and provide essentially the same func-

tion as air-cooled condensing units in the heat-transfer process

associated with the compressor equipment.

At the present time, there appears to be no industry standard -_ j_

for meaeuremen_ and rating of cooling tower noise. The Cooling _f

Tower Institute (CTT) has set up a working group to develop a [_2_...L_'n

orocedure for sound measurement (although we were unable to de-_C_-,_-\'----

_erm!ne the present status of this program). _'_

_o m_or manufacturers of cooling tower equipmen_ were con-

tacked for noise level da_a representative of their prcduc_

lines. _._he information received from these sources was com-

bined w!_b additional data present in BBN files and analyzed

to deve!:p a noise level predlo_Icn scheme.

The bee_ correlation of equipment size with noise level appears

to be on the basis of t_ta! fan-motor horsepower. However, a

different equation is required'for each of the three types of

towers in common usage today (Centrifugal, Propeller, Vane-

Axial).

5.3.1 Centrifuza! F_n Coo!inz Towers

Figure _ shows the A-Weighted Sound ?ower Levels obtained from

one equ!pmen_ manufacturer for 166 towers with centrifugal fans,

plotted as a_unctlon of fan-motor horsepower. The best curve

fit :o the da0a is

Lw(A) = Z8 + 9._ !og(hp), dSA,

-36-
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w!th a s=andard error of estlma_e equal _o 2 dB. Thus, for

use in the Permit Scheme we recommend estimating the A-WeighZed

4

Sound _ower Level as follows:

Lw(A) = 80 + 9.5 log (hp), dBA;

the characteristic frequency spectrum was found to be Class _I.

Table 5A l!scs the es_!._mCed A-Weighted Sound Power Levels in

1 dBA increments for fan-mobcr drlves In the 10-350 hp range.

6.3.2 Propeller Fan Coolin_ Towers

Y!Eure 5 sh_ws the noise correlation obtained for 55 towers

w!th propeller fans. The best fi_ .bo the data is

Lw(A) - 88 + 7.9 log (hp), dBA,

with a standard error of ee_!ma_e equal to 3 _B. Thus, for use

!n =he Permit Scheme we reoommend estimating the A-Weighted

Souzd _ '"_.0_.. Level as follows:

" A - . ;_w( ) 91 + 7.5 io_ (h_),dSA

the character!silo frequency specbr,_m was found to be Class h

Table 6_ lists the esZlma_ed A-Weighted Sound Power Levels in

1 dBA !ncremen_s for fan-motor drives in _he 5-100 hp range.

6.3._ VaneT_x!a! _an Evaoora_ive Condensers

Figure 5 shows the noise correlation obtained for ii evapora-

tive c_ndensers wlzh vane-ax!a! f_ns. The data base Is from

I
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TABLE 6

A-Weighted Sound Power Levels
of Cooling Towers and Evaporative Condensers

Equ:l.pment: Type To'(:al Fan-Ho_oz" hp A-Weighted Sound^Power Level
hp dBA re,lO-'_ Watt

A I0 - 13 9O
- 14 16 91

Ce n_1_!l"u_a! . iT 21 92
22 26 93

Range 10-350 hp 27 34 94
- _3 95

Frequencyspee r,,= - 96
Class !I 56 - 70 " 97

Zl - 89 98
90 - 113 99

114 - 144 i00
145 - 183 101
18_ 234 102
235 - 298 lO3
a99 3so • IO4

8 - I0 98

Propelle_ !! . - 14 99
!_ - 19 I00

R_e 5-I00 bp 20 - 2_ 101
26 - 34 !o2

Y._equency Speezr_ 35 - 46 103
Class _ 47 - 53 i04

6_ 85 10_
86 - 1o0 106

m, .,

C 5.0 - 6.2 100
- 6._ - 7,_ i0!

Vane-Axial 7.6 - 9.! I02
9.2 - !1.0 I03

Range _-7_ np 11.1 - 13.3 104
-" 13.4 - 15.2 !0_

Frequency .=pecz.-u.-. 1_.3 - 19.6 106
Class "Z 19.7 - 23.T i07

a3.8 - 2S.T los
28.8 - 34.8 !o9
34.9 _.2 l!O
42.3 _1.1 !11
_1.2 - 6!.9 112
_2.0 - T_.O ll_

-39-
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the present tlme have a certification program to police the

claims made by the ma,nufaeturer3.

We found It very difficult to ob=a±n sound data on these units

from the individual manufacturers--not because data are un-

available, but because these companies are reluctant to disclose

such information until an industry cord!f !cat!on pro_Tam Is

adopted. However', one of the companies was willing to discuss

the subJeo_ wlth us on an informal, non-offlclal basis and

._r_v!ded an indication of the probable range of noise levels

likely to be encountered w!th present industry products. Th!s

!nfoz-mab!on, coupled w!th data !n BBN files from a study made

in 1967 *4 has been used to develop a prediction scheme for

=he noise level on the condenser (outdoor) s!de of room air

condlZ!oners.

The recommended equation fo_" estlmatlng the A-We!Ehted Sound

P_wer Level cf room aid eond___ioners is: . . ..:
,%.

Lw(A) " ._7 + !0 log (Btu/h), dBA; ..

c..a._e.eo.st.¢ frequency s._ec_."um shape is Class Z_.

The basis for _he ._red!ctlom scheme is shown !n Flgure ?. -_t

will be _oted "hat the corTelation between =he curve based on

an "unofficial" industry souz'ce and _hat derived by ex_rapo!a-

tins :he ART data on air-cooled condensers !s quite good. _ur-

thermore, _he..-ange of da_a ob=alned in the 1967 BBN study is

well bracketed by either curve. We have chosen :c use =he

cu_ve based cn _he industry source because i_ _.s _- _,e.._ht.y more

conserva:_.ve; iz is estimated _hat i0-!_ percent of the _yplca!

units encountered in _rac_-ice may be 2-3 dBA h!Eher than predlc_ed
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by this curve. In Table 7 below, the A-Weighted Sound Power

Levels are listed in 1 dBA increments for room air conditioners

(condenser side) over the capacity range of 3500-36,000 Btu/h.

TABLE 7

A-Weighted Sound Power Levels of Room Air Condlt_oners
(Condenser Side)

Capacity A-Weighted Sound Power Level
Btu/h dBA re 10-12 watt

3,_00- _,500 T3

_,600- 5,600 74

5,700- 7,!00 75

7,200- 8,900 75

9,000-!1,200 Z7

i!,300-14,100 Z8

14,200-17,800 79

17,900-22,400 80

22,500-28,200 Bl

28,300-36,000 82

B.S T_ansformer Ecuinment

S_b-s_ation transformers associated with buildings typiea!Zy have

_ower ratings in the r_n_e between 0.5 and _0 _A, and may be

either radiant-cooled or fan-cooled units. These units may be

located outdoors oF in v_ul=s below street level, and are often

owned by :he .u¢ility. Smaller _ransformere (< 0.5 MVA), purchased

by t_e bui!dlnE owners, are _y_ica!ly Iooa_ed in mechanical rooms

in several areas of _he building.
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It is proposed that the A-Weighted Sound Power Levels of outdoor

transformers be predicted based on _A rasing, readily obtainable

m_uufacturer's data. If, however, transformer dimensional data

(obtained by the NEMA Standard :s method) are available, it is

recommended that noise prediction be done by direct calculation.

This procedure is outlined in Appendix i of this report.

A relationship between transformer MVA racing and A-weighted

sound level was obtained in a recent study carted out on behalf

of the Bonneville Power Administration. :8 Measurements for 59

transformers rated between 6 and 1200 MVA, as illustrated in

Figure 8, resulted in the following correlation:

L(500 ) - 29.7 + 8.2 log (MVA)
where

L(SO0 ) = sound level at 500 ft., dBA
M'VA - transformer power rating

The s=andard deviation on the above regress lcn line at the mean

ra¢ing is approximately _ dB. The fact that _be sound !eve!

varies as _.2 log (D_A) ra_her than the expected !0 log (M_/A) is

probably explained by the increased cooling _apaclty of the

larger power transformers. 16 Furthermore, the study Indicates

that due to the close-in measurement procedure, the above cor-

relation is over-predlct!ng :he ram-field A-welg_ted sound levels

by approxlma=ely _ dB. Thus, if the above equation is adjusted

_o a !O log slope, reduced by 4 dB and conver_ed _o sound power

level (assuming free-field hemispherical sound radiation) the

following re._ztion resu!:s:

-P'6-
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Lw(A) = KA + !O log (MVA) , dBA
where

Lw(A) = A-welghCed Sound Power Level re 10 "12 War=

KA = A-weighted specific sound power level
re lO -12 Watt

= Z5 for radlant-cooled transformers

= 77 for fan-cooled transformers

.WVA = transformer power rating

Thus, it is proposed that the A-Weighted Sound Po'wer Level of

outdoor transformers be predicted based on MVA rating using the

above relaE!on. Table 8 tabulates the rune=ion l0 log (MVA).

Since the SPA correlation was based cn re!a=ively !amEe trans-

formers, ocher correlation metboda were developed based on data

from References 17, 18 and 19. The resulting prediction CUrves

a&Teed reasonably well wltb the proposed curve and thus it is

fel= =bat =he proposed method is Justifiable for design purposes

within the transformer size range of in=crest.

_n summary, it is reeo_mened tha_ outdoor =r_nsformer noise

prediction be based on MVA rating as described above. If,

however, measured NLMA da=a are available, =he transformer noise

_redict!on may be based on measured NE_ sound data and trans-

former size, as described in Appendix !. The characteristic

frequency spectra are Class _VA for radlant-oooled transformers

and Class _'/B for fan-cooled transformers.

b

i ........................................ . ............ ,, .... .-
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TABLE 8

Correction Factor For MVA Rating

MVA Rat!n_ !0 Io6 (HVA)

0.447-0.562 -3

0.563-0.708 -2

0.709-0.891 -i

0.892-1.12 0

I.!3-1.41 1

1.41- 1.78 2

1.79- 2.2_ 3

2.2_- 2.82 4

2.83- 3.55 5

3._6- _._7 5

a._8- 5.52 7

5.63- 7.08 8

7.09- 8.9! g

8.92-11.2 10

11.3 -14.1 i!

14.2 -!7.8 12

17.9 -22._ 13

-49-
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7. RECOMMENDEO PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING THE A-WEIGHTED SOUND
PRESSURE LEVELS OF INDOOR EQUIPMENT

In Section 4.3 reference was made to growing evidence that the

relationship between radiated sound power and the resulting sound

pressure at a point in most typical rooms does not _enerally fol-

low the direct/reverberant fle!d relationship usually assumed in

current practice. For example, in typical mechanical rooms, the

drop in sound pressure level is observed to be closer to 3 dB

per doubling of distance a/qd the "constant" reverberant field

level cannot be found.

To demonstrate this departure from _he classical direct/reverber-

ant field relationship measurements were made in five tygloa!

buildlng mechanical rooms that ranged in size from 29' x !5' x 12'

to _4' x 2_' x !8'. These rooms contained varying amounts of

machinery, pi_ing, duotwork, plen_uns, and surface acoustical

treatment. The measurement periods, were chosen a_ times when.. ._- <--"

enough equipment could be shut down to pe_mlt us!n_ an II_'_ref -

erence sound sourc_ as a no!so 8enerator without interference _rmm

other maohine_j. In each room the A-Weighted Sound ?ressure Levels

were measured at several distances from _he !!g source. The

re!a_Ionsh!p, in dB, between the known sound power being red!ated

by the reference source and 'the resulting sound pressure at each

measurement distance was _hen determined. The results of this

exper!men_ are plotted in Figure 9.

Note _hat the scatter of =he da'.a at ocmosmab!e distances from

_he reference source is generally on t._.eorder of only 1 d_

around the best curve fit, which has a slope of about -3 dB per

doub!_.n_ of distance. :: is also significant _ha_ for distances

comparable _o =he maximum room dimensions _here is no "leveling

off" of :he sound ;ressure level Cha_ would indicate the existence

of a rever_-eran: field.

-_0-
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With regard to the Permi_ Scheme, the prediction of exterior

noise levels, due to a source located indoors, requires the

estimation of equipment sound levels at an opening in the

building face. Based cn the above discussion, we believe

better reliability will be obtained using equipment sound pres-

sure levels at a reference distance from the source, such as

one meter, rather than tO use sound power level. Were the lat-

ter chosen instead, the conversion to sound pressure at a

point in the room would require the use of a relationship

that doesn't seem reliable In typical mechanical spaces--even

for a small source such as the !!g fan. Furthermore, the con-

version would require the determination of room absorption

which could be subject _o &TOSS error if estimated from the

information likely _o appear on a set of building plans.

7.1 Centri_uqal Chlller £culpme"_

Cen_rlfu_al compressors are very common .in chiller equipment

used for .qVAC applications in most medium and lares sized

buildings. Unless the cooling capacity of individual macblnes

is required to be much in excess of 1,000 tons, the compressors

are generally bermetios (mo=or-drlve and compressor-integrated

in a sealed housing). In the size rznge above i000 tons, the

motor-drive system is frequently separate from _he compressor.

There are two basic ty_es of oen_ri/uga! machines; the dlrec:-

d_ive design, where the compressor speed is the same as the

me,or, _nd the gear-d_ive, where the compressor speed may be

several =Imee grea_er than _hat of the motor. The radiated

noise speo=r_ of these two machine desi_..s are dis_inct!y dif-

ferent. The direct-dr!yen equipment noise spectrum typically

pears in the region of lOGO Hi, whereas _he geared-machine

spot=rum _eaks one to two octaves higher in _he frequency range.
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Because !i=:!e catalog data on noise has been published for

centrifugal machines, ARI was asked to request whatever data

were available from member companies for use on this project.

The response was very good; data were supplied on some 35 dif-

ferent machines of both designs, and covering a range of sizes

from 100-7,000 tons. For most of these machines, data were

furnished for operation at light, medium, and full-load con-

ditions.

The first atzempt to establish a nolse-level correlation with

equipmen_ size was =o plot the da_a independently of differences

in machine design, refrigerants, or operating load. The resul=

is shown in Figure 10. t_o_e that the standard error of estimate

is approxlmate!y _ dB relative to the best-curve fit.

After a semles of different oorreiation schemes were tried, in

an a==emp= =m reduce the scatter in results, !b was determined

=ha= bhe data should be separated on the basis of drive design,

operating load, and equipmenm capacity range.

7.!.1 internally-Geared Machines

_n Figure !!, the correlation between sound level and equipmsn=

capacity is shown for machines in the size range of 100-!000 tons.

The data are separated on the basis of operation at light loads

and medium to full load. _Io=e that _he standard error of estimate

has been reduced _o about 2 dB and also that operation at limb=

loads is about 3 d_ nolser than at medium to full load.

For use in _e _erzi: Scheme, we recommend _ha= the A-Welgb_ed

Sound Pressure r,, _ a_._.e. one meter be estimated using zhe following

equa=ion:

-_3-
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L (A) = 70 + 9 log (TR), dBA*;
P

the characteristic frequency spectrum is Class _II.

The recommended curve corresponds to the best-fit of the data

plus one standard error for light load condlt_ons. This should

yield a conservative estlma:e for machines at any operating load.

7.1.2 Direct Drive Machines

Figure 12 shows the correlation of noise with-equipment size de-

termined for direct-drive machines in the capacity range of !00-

i000 tons when operating in the medium to full-load range. NO

data were made available for operation a_ llght-loads. The

standard error of estimate is _ dB and thus the corre!a=ion is

not as good as for the geared machines.

We recommend that :he curve for estimation of maximum noise !evel_

be ras!ed _ dB above that corresponding :o :he medium to full-

load range. On this basis the relatlonship recommended for es-

tlmat_g the A-weighted sound pressue level at 1 meter becomes:

Lp(A) = 46 + 17 log (TR), dSA;

:he character!s tic shape of the frequency spectrum is Class ZZ.

@,

_"TR" is an abbreviation for Tons-Refrigeration. 1 Ton equals

!2,000 BTU per hour.

-_6-
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7.1.3 Large Centri_u_z! Equipment (> i000 tons)

There were less noise data provided on large centrifugal machines

in the size range E_.eater than 1000 tons. However, the _rend

clearly i_dica_ed the need for a different equation for es_Imatlng

noise levels than either of those derived for the hermetic

machines.

In Figu2e 13 i_ will be seen that _he best curve-flt has a s_an-

dard erroz- of estimate equal to 3 dB. Machines using dlfferenE

refrigerants and types of drives (mo_o_, _urbine and motor-gear)-

are included in the data base. To be on the conservative side

we recommend using a noise estimatlng curve 3 dB hiF_e_ than the

bee_ curve-fit. The equation for estimating the A-weighted sound

pressure level at 1 meter thus becomes:

the shame of the characteristic frequencF spectrum is Class I!I.

T.I._ Noise Level Com_amisons

Tn Figure !4, _.he three cumves recommended above for estlma_ing

the sound level of centriguga! equipment at 1 me_er are drawn

for comparison. ._t can be seen _ba_ direct-dr!yen machines are

eharzc_e.-i=ed by somewha_ lower so,,nd levels than geared machines

In the capaci'.y range below !000 tons. The of SeeD for lames

cen=...uga_ equipment is about +! _ near !000 tons, but the rate

of increase in sound level w!_b capaoizy is less than _hat of

4_A,either _y.De .of hermetic math .... *

_'_he s:u_y made cf similar machines for AR.• in 1971-1972 and

re.Dor_.ed in = _A-, _ ...e.... no_ 2_ found noise levels for he."me_Ic aachines

' " ..._h.. =ban those contained in current survey.

_.'cwever, :he ".wo surveys are in _ _-_,.a-..y good a_reement for -a.E-_ " "

een_rl fugK! machines.
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Tables 9A, 9B and 9C !!st the sound levels at ! meter in i dBA

increments as a function of equipment type and design full-load

capacity.

7.2 Reciprscatlnq, Chi,ller Equ_,,pment

Reciprocating compressors are most generally found in chiller

equipment used in HVAC and refrigeration applications where the

capacity requirements for individual machines are ordinarily

i00 tons or less.

The design of these "packaged" chillers is subJec_ to 'wide vat-

!at!on; for the same capacity, the number and types of compres-

sors used (open vs. hermetic) are the principal variables. The

refrigeran_ used (R-12 vs. R-22, etc.) may also vary since this

_ermi_s the same compressor to provide several ranges of ca-

paclty.

Each of the above design factors affects the noise !e'vel of the

machine for a given du_y; our attempts to correlate the measured

data on t_is equipment with capacity resulted in a soat_er

greater than _5 dBA.

Zn Figure 15, the data furnished by ARE on !! different machines,

operatins'at several loads, have been combined with those used

in the 19?!-1972 study reported in R_ferenoe 20 and plotted

. w._l be seen that _he sca_ter aboutversus capacity in tome _t '*_

the best eurve-fi_ to the data is +i0, -8 dBA; the standard

error of estimate is 5 dB.

o_ .... amlon could _robably be found for units separatedA bet:er ._AI

On the basis of compressor design, number of compressors/package

and refrigerant used. Eowever, the sample size of _he data made

available by .ndust. y was too small tc ;ermlt this type of an

analysis. Therefore, a conservative a_proao_ must be taken in

= the es=!mation of noise levels for t_!s equipment.
n

}
1
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TABLE 9

Chiller Equipment.

A-Weighted Sound Pressure Level at I Meter

Ra_ed Capacity Sound Level at I Me_er

Equipment Type Tons dBA re 2x10 "5 N/m 2

! 100-i14 88

Internally-Geared 115-147 89

He,medic Cen_mifugzl 148-190 90

Range 100-1000 TR 19!-2_5 9!

246-316 92

FrequencM Spectrum 317-A08 93

Class _ 409-528 94

529-681 95

68a-880 96

881-!ooo 97

Di.ec. D..ve 100-116 81

_e._n.e_!eCen_!fu_a! 117-132 82

Range 100-1000 TR 13_-!5! 83

152-173 84

Frequency Spectrum !7_-!98 8_

Class _! 199-226 86

_27-259 87

2_0-296 88

297-338 89

• ' 339-387 90

388-_2 • 9!

4_3-505 92

506-_7S 93

_79-6_0 9a

_6!-755 95

7_6_5_ 96

865-IOOO 97

-62-
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Chiller Equipment

A-Weighted Sound Pressure Level at 1 Meter

Ra_ed Capacity Sound Level a_ ! Me_er

ZquIpmen_ Type Tons dBA re 2xlO -5 N/m 2

£
LamEe Centrifugal 1050-1550 99

Machines 1551-2300 100

> i000 TR 2301-3_00 101

All Drive Types 34Q1-5100 102

5101-7600 103

Frequency Spectrum 7601-10,000 104

Class _I

2
ffez_e¢!c Reclproca=ing 20-26 88

Range 20-200 TR 27-3_ 89
35-4_ 90

Frequency Spectrum _5-58 91

Class !I 59-75 92

76-97 93

98-125 9_

!26-i_a 95

155-200 96

-63-
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For appl!caC!on :o the PeFmlt Scheme, :he following relationship

is recommended:

Lp(A) _ i meter = 76 + 8.8 log (TR)_ d_A;

the characterlst!¢ frequency spectrum in Class I!.

A!:houg.h the above re!a_ionsh!p may pc_en_!a!!y underestimate

about 18_ of the equipment, peEE!ng the estimation curve at a

hiEher level does not seem Justified cons!definE the small size

of the da=a sample. Table 9D !!sis the sound level of t_!s

equipment in 1 dBA Increments vs. capacity, based upon the

re!a_!onsbip recon_nended above.

7.3 Mfs;sllaneous Chil, ler Eauiemgn_

_do oChe_ ty_ez of oh_llers aye oc_o_ona!ly found _n HVAC systems

in buZldln_s, ."_ese are: (!) aDso_=Ion machines, and 62) cnil-

!eye usim_ _ctamy screw-compressors.

Very little publ_shed info_ation is ava!!aD!e on =hose two _ypes

of chillers and =he daDa in BSN files on measurements oboe±ned

du_!n_ past 9_oJec_s have been used as :he Das&s for _e noise

level esz!ma=es presented be!_w.

Z.3.1 A_eoretlon Machines

The noise level associated w!:h =_ese machines is p_!mar_ly t_a=

resu!tin_ frcm.:he solu=isn pum_ and the aux!!lary equ!pmenZ

_equ_Ded _o opeT.a_ Zhe syszem.

Fo_ ap_!!caz!on _ the Pe_miz Scheme we _ecommend _s!nE a5 48A

f:r the sound level a: 1 me_er f_m :hose machines, independent

7., _"
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of equipment size. The characteristic frequency spectrum is

Class ZZ.

7.3.2 Rotary Screw Compressors

Based on data for only 5 units, we recommend using a value of

90 dBA for the sound level at 1 meter from this equipment. The

characteristic frequency spectrum is Class I. The above value

is representative of machines operating in the 100 - 300 ton

capacity range, at or near 3600 rDm.

7.4 Circulatin_ _umps

The noise environment near pumps used in HVAC applications is

ty_Ically that due to the pump itself plus significant contri-

butions from the motor-drive.

Several. references have been reviewed to establish a basis for

estimating the sound level of p_unp equipment in HVAC app!ica-

tlone. =:,::,:_ The best correlation seems to be horse-

power Of the motor-drive. On the basis of this review we

recommend using the following equation for estimating the sound

level at 1 meter from pump equipment:

L (A) - 77 ÷ lO log _p ), dBA;
P

the charao_erls:ic spectrum shape is Class IZ.

Table !0, following, lists pump sound levels in ! dBA increments

as a function, of motor-drlve horsepower.

m

I
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TABLE lO

Pump Equipment

Drive-Motor Size Sound Level at 1 Meter

HP dBA Pe 2xlO -5 N/m 2

3.0 - 3.5 82

3.6 - ".5 83

4.6 - 5.5 84

5.6 - 7.0 85

7.1- 9.0 86

9.1 - Ii.0 87

I!.I - 14.0 88

14.1 - 18.0 89

18.1 - 23.0 90

23.1 - 28 91

29 - 35 92

36 - 45 93

_6 - 56 94

57 - 71 95

72 89 96

90 112 97

113 - i_i 98

142 - 178 99

179 - 225 !00

-67-
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7.5 Boilers

On previous BEN projects 2: noise data have been measured or col-

lected for at least 36 boilers, rznglng in size from 50 - _,O0O

boiler-horsepower (one "BHP" equals 33,500 BTU per hour). It

has not been possible to correlate noise with heating capacity

alone or any other known design parameter. Noise levels,

normalized to ! meter distance, may be as high for the smallest

as for the lar_es_ units. Considering the wide variety of

blower assemblies, burners and combustion chambers found on

various toilers, It is not sur mrlsing that the noise out_ut

cannom be simply associated with heating capacity.

For bci!ers of the forced-draft _yl_e (these are the ones most

likely to produce noise problems in buildings), we recommend

_ha_ a sound level of ! meter of _8 dBA _e used fc_ Pe._mit

Scheme estimation purposes , independent of boiler size. This

level is representative of those measured at the front (com-

bustion a__r-in_ake) of units in _he 50 - _000 BH.m r_nge. The

=harzc_eris=_c frequency spec$rum is Class T.

7.6 Air-Ccmmressors

Two _ypes of _ir-commrsssors are frequen:ly found in buildings:

one is a rela_Ive!y small compressor (usually under 5 hp) used

=o Su.=ply hlgh-mressure air for operating controls of _he HVAC

syszems; =he other is a medium size compressor (possibly u_ to

1O0 h_) used to sup.mly air to maintenance and machine shops Or

to !abets=cry. spaces.

The opera=ion of :his equipment :ends =o be cyclic, cn demand,

a.,ab.e f.-cm building _o building. Further-and _,_us is widely v ""

-68-
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more, the principal noise problems that arise from this equip-

merit are most frequently because of the absence of an effective

air-ln_ake muffler in the Installation. For example, noise

levels at i meter from typical building air-compressors, w!_hout

efficient !n_ake mufflers installed, may be as hlgh as 95 -

100 dBA. However, a noise reduction of 20 dBA can be anticipated

by using an efficient muffler cn the a!r-lntake. Noise reduc-

=ions greater than this are general_not obtained in practice

because of flanking by casing radiated noise. . ,

For application to the Permit Scheme, we recommend using a value

o_ 95 dBA for the sound level a= 1 meter, independent of equip-

men= size, for unmuffled machines.* The eharao=erlztic fre-

quency spectrum is Class IZZ.

When an efficient alr-lntake muffler is incorporated In the

installation we believe =be noise of th!s equipment can be

neglected in most instances.

7.7 Emergency/Auxiliary Elec_rical Power Generator_

Emergency electrical power systems are found in nearly all new
4 4.u_!d.n_s. These systems are of two :ypes (diesel engine OF

turbine) and vary widely in physical capacity, depenming on the

requirements for emerEency _cwer

*On many occasions, t.he fi!:er assembly on the air-!ncake to

=he com._resso._ is _-.,ed a mu,.!,.." Our experience is r,hat

-he noise reduc-,lon .=rcv!ded by suc.h _,,,e.s__ !s ne_b_e.=._=_,
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Auxiliary electrical power systems are beBinning to be used in

many buildings to reduce the demand on local utilities during

peak periods or to permit more than emergency operation in the

ease of a major power failure.

The noise impact of these systems depends on the frequency and

dura_ion of their use. Emergency systems /re typically operated

for test once a week for a 30-minute period and the nolse-control

preeautlmns taken are generally minimal for this reason. Auxi!-

iary power systems used, for example, to balance out peak-

demand loads are a different matter; the periods of operation

may be several hours in duration, mn a daily basis. There is

&'rowing evidence that systems initially installed for use ae

emergency power sources are new also being used periodically

for auxilla_F power.

With re_ard to _he Permit Scheme, the need for a detailed

analysis of these sye_ems depends on their utilization factor.

For these situations where analysis is required, the following

dlscussien is. pertlnen_, ._ne data base used to develop the

procedures for noise esti.ma_ion a_pearing below were drawn from

BBN files cn other projects and, in particular, References 24 & 25.

7.7.! Dieee!-En_!ne Equicment

4 _ _4.'he noise of d.ese.-dz.ven equlpmen= _.s a function of three

SOUrCeS:

combustion alr-intake;

...a_.._._casln_;

eombustlcn exhaust.

-?0-
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'_en these systems are installed in buildings, there are typ-

ically two paths through which the noise is coupled to the out-

doors: the first path is through openings to the exterior in

the walls of the mechanical room housing the machine, required

for ¢ombus!on air and for ventilation. It is throuEh these

openings that the noise associated with the air-lntake and easing

radiated components is of concern. The second path is the co_-

bustlonex_aust system which is piped to :he outdoors and dis-

=har_ed at or near the roof.

?.?.I.1 _s_gaa¢_o, of !n_a_gom Sound &_ueZ8

Witbln the mechanical room, the sound level at 1 meter from a

dlesel-drlven sonora:or can be estimated by use of the follow-

Ing expression:

L CA) = 87 + !O Log (k'W),, dBA;
P

the oharacteris_ic frequency spectrvun is Class _I.

The sound levels at ! meter are listed in Table ll fo_ _e range

of equipment sizes normally found in buildings.

Because _e e_haust system is piped _o the outdoors, sound power

rat_er _h_ sound pressure 'is the preferred basis for estimating

_be level of _h!s component.

The A-Weighted Soun_ Power Level of the e_haust at :he point it

leaves the e_ine can be estimated from _be following exm'ress!on:

_._.e ¢crTelatlon ham been ex;ressed in kilowatts since _be syste.m_

-- 4 11o_&r_ _yp.ca... rated on _his basis. The brake-horsepower of the

engw-=.... is about !._ times :he EW capacity assuming an eleeZrica!

e...c.ency of 90%.

-71-
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TABLE 11

Diesel-Driven Electrica_ Power Generators

EqulpmenC Room Sound Level _ i Meter, Exhaust Sound Power Level

CapacitT_ .k_ dBA re 2x10 -5 N/m 2 dBA re !0 "12 Wa_

40 - 56 104 123

5T - 71 105 12"

72 - 89 106 125

90 - 112 !07 126

113 - 14! 108 127

142 - !78 109 128

179 - 224 ii0 129

225 - 282 IIi !30

283 - 355 i_2 131

3_6 - 447 113 132

448 - 552 11_ !33

563 - 708 11_ !34

709 - 891 Ii_ 135

892 -1122 !17 136

-72-
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r CA) = i06 + log CRW), d_A re 10-12 _att;"W

=he characteristic frequency spectrum is Class Z.

The sound power levels of the "u_/nuffled" exhaust are lls=ed in

Table !! for the range of equipment sizes normally found in =he

buildings.

?.7.2 Gas Turbine Equipment

T_e noise control problems with _urb!ne-drlven 6qu_pmen= are

similar to =hose for =be diesels discussed above. However,

there are generally three separate paths for the noise to reach

the o_tdoors:

Casin_ radiated noise; path is generally through ven_i-

lab!on openlnss in =he mechanical room;

Combustion air-intaMe noise; paDh is typically ducted

_o =he ex=eriom a= or near _he level of =he mechanical

room;

Exhaus_ noise; path is dusted _o _he exterior through a

rcof-s_ack.

2.?.2.1 C_sinq Radiac=d ,?oise

The es:ima_!on o_ ¢aslng radla=ed noise !mpac_ on the exterior

enviDor_en_ involves a room-acoustics analysis; therefore sound

level at ! meted is the _Deferred metric. ."_niscan be estlma_ed

us_n6 relationship:

Lp (A) = !0! + _ l_g (:C_), dBA;

t_e chara_:eris_!¢ spectrum shape is Class _.

-_e sound levels at ! meter are !isled in Table 12 for equipment

in _he capacity range found in buildings.
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TABLE 12

Gas Turbine - Driven Electrical Power Generators

Equigmen_ Cas!n_,,,R_dla_ed ,_oise Intake _oise Exhzus_ Rg!s _

Capacity Sound Level at I Meter A-Weighted Sound Power Level

.k'W dBA re 2x!O -_ N/m 2, dBA re 10 "12 Wat_

200 - 329 113 122 124

330 529 I14 125. la6

_30 849 l!5 128 128

8_0 - ia99 I!6 !31 130

1300 - 1999 117 134 132

2000 - 3299 118 137 !34

3300 - 5000 118 140 136

• -7"-
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7.2.8.8 Combusgon Ag_-In:¢ke gogse

Since the oomDus_ion air is normally ducted from outdooms, noise

estimation on a power level basis is preferred. The A-weigh_ed

sound power level may be estimated from _he following equation:

L w (A) = 86 + !2 log (_H), dBA re 10 "12 Watt;

chara_er!s_!o frequency spectrum is Class Ill.

Table 12 lists the sound power levels of this noise componen_

over the range of equipment sizes found in bud!dinEs.

The exhaus= noise is always ducked to the outside; therefore,

sound _ower level is _he preferre_ basis for noise estimation.

The recommended equation is:

Lw (A) = i00 + !0 log (KW), dBA re l0 "12 Wa_t;

_he charzo_e_Isc!c frequency spectru_n is Class Z_.

The sound power levels of this noise component will be found

!Isled in Ta_!e !2 for _he range of equ_pmen= sizes foun_ in

buildln_s.

7.S Tra,ns?ormer Eauloment

_t is propose_ =ha_ nclse estimation for indoor transformers be

based on the _:_MA 5:andard zs sound level.* Due to the

a__owab., levels, it is preferable_S!nce _,_A ra_!n_s are m_=_m_m _ la

av___a.l_, for estimation3o _se a _e=su_ _EMA level, when _ _ =

purposes.

-7_-
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characteristic dimensions of =hese units, we recommend using the

_EMA value for estimating _he sound level a= 1 meter from the

transformer tank or cabinet. The characteristic frequency spectra

are Class _VA for radiant-cooled transformers and Class _VB for

fan-cco!ed transformers.
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8. DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE SOUND LEVEL AT
A POINT OUTDOORS DUE TO EXTERIOR BUILDING MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT

For building mechanical equipment installed outdoors, there are

generally only two noise reduce!on elements !n the source to

receiver math that _ _ •. .equ_.e consideration in the Permit Scheme

The firs_ !s the natumal attenuation, due to sDreadlng, over

the distance between source and receiver. The second is the

attenuation due Co sb!eld!nE by barriers in some form thaC break

the llne-of-s!gbt between source and receiver. The direcCivity

cf the noise source due to local reflections must, of course, be

ccnsldered !n the calculations, but thls factor affects only

the initial level or the source and not the attenua=!on over the

Da_h tc the receiver.

8,1 _zenuation Due to $oreadln 9

In using the worksheets developed in Section I0 to compute the -

sound level at a point outdoors resulting from an equipment

source a= distance, d, the assum_t!on is made that the source-

d..eo.!v..y factor, Q, wll! always be at least 2.*

Zn the _ermi: Scheme, the noise of ex_erlor equipment is to be

expressed as an A-We!gh,ed Sound Power Level the sound level

at _he receiver _cin_ will t_us be a function of the distance,

d, and :he corresponding Lw (A).

•This is true _or all sources considered !n the Permit Scheme

excep_ _clnt sources emanating from roof-stacks; tbls is

accounted for on the specific worksheets for diesel and

..._ .... _._zen generators.

-7?-
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The attenuation due to spreading is _abu!a=ed in Table 13 in

! dB increments fom source to receiver distances from l0 -

300 fee_. The table is valid for source to receiver distances

greater t_an about one-th±rd of a major equipment-dimenslon.

X,/he_e this restriction is violated at a source distance of

concern, a method is described in Section 9.3 for dealing with

the si=uatlon.

8.2 Attenuation Dueto Barriers .

In usin8 the worksheets developed in Section lO to compute =he

sound level outdoors, a credit of _ dB is applied for the In-

sert!on lass of a baggier =ha= Just breaks the llne-of-slght

between =he source and receiver. Greater attenuations than =his

can, of ccumse, be realized for a bar,let tha= extends some

d!s=ance beyond =ha=necessary to Just provide a break in t_e

sigh=-l±ne. A procedure for ca!¢ulatln_ the actual bam_ler

Insertion loss is provided in Appendix 2 and its use in the

wo_ksheets is _de OptiOma!.

........................ ........... _,., :r_¸ , .
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TABLE 13

Outdoor Equipment: Attenuation Due to Spreading

Recelve_ Distance, D. A_en_ua_!on

Feet [Lw (A) - Lp (A)]i
dB

l0 18

ii 19

12 20

13 - 1_ 21

15 - 16 22

17 - 18 23

19 - 21 24

22 - 2_ 25

25 - 27 26

28 - 30 27

31 - 3_ 28

35 - 38 29

39 - 42 30

_3- 47 31

48 - 53 32

_a - 50 33

51 - 67 34

68 - 75 3_

7_ - 8a 36

85 - 9a 37

9_ - lOG 38

1o7 - 119 39

120 - 133 40

134 - !50 _i

159 - l_9 43
190 - 212 44

2!3 - 238 45

239 - 267 _6

2_8 - 300 47

_efe_ence level for Lw is 10 "12 Wa_; f=_ Lp, =he _efe_ence
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9. DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE SOUND LEVEL
AT A POINT OUTDOORS DUE TO BUILDING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

"LOCATED INDOORS

For equlpmen_ ins_a!led indoors, the calculation of the sound

level a_ a point outdoors is si_...ificantly more complex _ha_n

_hat for an outdoor source. The procedure must be carried out

in two s_eps: the first step determined the sound level present

at an opening in _he building face due to the interlor noise

soumce; the second step determines _he sound level at the

receiver point by taking Into account the attenuations due to

spreading, direcciv!ty and shielding,

g.1. Procedure for Use with Oucted Fan Equloment

This procsdu_e, in general, applies tc the discharge side of

ex_aus_ _:d return-air fan systems, and to the !n_aMe side of

s_pp!y-aiz, fans. The basis for _he procedu/'e is tha_ the sound

power !evs! of the equipment, on _he side of interest, Is

duc=ed to the outside.

In _he procedure, the attenuation provided by such elements as

absorptive duo_-linln_ and commercial sound traps is determined

by tak!ng into account the charac_eristlc spectrum shape of the

noise source and _he frequency-dependent properties of these

no!se-meduc_!cn e!emencs.

To use the procedure the first s_ep is to obtain =he following

infc.-n..atlon about the fan equ!pmen::

.. Yan-_ype (air-foil, forward curved, etc.)

2. W_ee! dia/_e=er

3. Design cfm

: -SQ-
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2. Design _ota! statlo pressure

5. Static efficiency at design operating point

6. Peak static efficiency for the fan design

7. Noise spectrum classification (I or If).

Using the above information, the second step is to determine

the A-welgbted sound power level of the fan at the specified

operating conditions. This may be done by following the pro-

cedure outlined in Section 5.2 using Tables I, 2, 3 and 4.

The third step is to determine the nolse-reduction of the

elements in the duct between the source and the building

o_enln_, as described below.

9.1.! Attenuation Due to Duc_llnin_

In Table 14, the atte_uatlon due to the presehce of absorptive

lining in straight ducts is tabulated for the following ¢ombi-

nation of variables: Rectangular vs. round duct; one-inch vs.

_wo-lne_ duc_!!ning; Class ! vs. Class I! _nput spectrum shape. •

For convenience the _able is established in increments of 1 dB.

To use _bls _ab!e, first se!ec_ the column ccrr_s_ondlng to _he

a_prcgriate input spec_am, duc_ shape and lining _hickness; then,

determine the a_tenuat!on in dB Drcvlded by _he !eng_h of lined

d_ct shown on _e drawing.

Zn the wcrks_eets developed in Section 1O, a credit of 5 dB is

also given for elbows that are followed by a minimum of 10 feet

cf _-_-_.......cdo'_szream, of the _urn. However, this lining beyond

zhe elbow is not counted in _he lengz_ used when entering Table !_.

•_qe values shown in :his table are tentative. They are based cn

e_;!rlcal evidence deve!oped from many _ears of _rzc_!ca! ex-

perience. However, recent work in this field sponsored by A_H_AE

may. lead to a revision of this table upon publication of the results.

-81-
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TABLE 14

Attenuation o? Ductlining*

Spectrum Classi ClassI!

Shape Ree_an_!e' Round Rectan$1eI Round
Thickness !" 2" l"i 2" !" 2" !" 2"

Re_u!_ed L_n_:h_ Ft Ft Ft.l Ft. _t. Ft Ft. Ft,
'This A_:enua_ion

! 1 "I ! 1 1 1 ! !
2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 1
3 5 3 5 3 3 3 3 2
4 7 " 7 4 a 4 a 2
5 9 6 9 6 6 5 5 3
6 Ii 8 12 8. " 8 6 7 4

7 13 io 15 io i0 ? 9 5
8 16 12 18 13 12 8 i! 6
9 19 14 21 15 !4 9 13 7

!0 22 16 24 19 16" I0 15 9
i!. 25 " 18 27 22 18 !i !Z ii
12 28 20 30 25 21 !2 19 13
13 31 22 34 28 24 !4 21 15
14 3_ 24 38 31 27 16 23 i?
15 3? 27 42 34 30 iS 25 19
16 40 30 46 38 33 20 27 21
17 43 33 50 42 36 22 29 23
18 46 36 5_ 46 39 24 3! 25
19 50 39 58 50 42 26 33 27
20 54 42 62 54 _5 28 35 29
2! 58 45 66 58 _8 30 " 37 31
22 62 48 70 62 52 32 40 33
23 _6 5! 74 66 56 34 43 36
24 7o 54 79 7! 60 36 46 39
25 74 57" 84 76 64 38 49 _2
26 78 _0 89 81 68 40 52 _5
27 82 63 94 86 7B 42 55 48
28 _6 65 99 91 76 44 58 51
2_ 90 _9 !04 96 80 46 61 54
_0 94 72 109 !0! 8_ _8 64 57

exam..=le: To obtain !0 dB a_tenuatlcn cf a Class __Tinput

. _h.ck !__n!ng requires..c.-ngu__. duo_wo.-'kwiZh i,,.-

of 16 fee_-.
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9.1.2 Attenuation of Packaged Sound Attenuators

To establish a data base for classifying commercial sound atten-

uators according to _heir !nss_tion-loss as a function of input

spectrum shape, _he catalog data published by eight manufacDursrs

were subjected _o a detailed review.

The bes= basis found for no_malIzlng =he performance of these

devices was in terms of static pressure-drop, unit-length and

shape (rectangular vs. round).

The bes_ classification in te_ma of s_atic pressure-drop, at

it000 fpm en_erlng face-velocity, was as follows:

Shape Pressure Drop qlasslf!ca_ion

Rectangular < 0.!0 in, w.g. "Low"

Rectangular 0.10 - 0.30 in. w.g. "Medium"

_ec=angulam ) 0.30 in. w.g. "High"

Cyllnd_cal < 0.03 in. w.g. "Low"

CFli_drlcal > 0.03 in. w.g. "HISb"

There was som_ s=andardization of length found wi_h _he _sctan E-

ula_ s_und a=_enuators (3', 5', 7' lonE). The length of _he

cylindrical a_=enuators generally was on _he order of 2 - 3

dla_..eters, bu_ _his was no= s_andardIzed a_cng _he various

manufae=ursrs.

The average !nser_!on loss for typ!ca! packaged sound attenuators

is :a_u!a:ed'In Table !_ in line with the classlfica_!on scheme

discussed above. _nser_ion loss values are given _cr the _wo

Sykes of Inpu= spec:ra (Class ! and _) tha_ bracke_ mcs_ of _he

fan designs likely _c be found in HVAC systems.
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TABLE 15

Insertion Loss of Packaged Sound Attenuators

Sha_e Length Pressure Average Insertion Loss, dB

Drop Cla.ss I Class II .

3' !l 16

Rectangular 5' Low 15 21

T' .,,. !8 ,25

3' !_ 20

Recta2%_ular 5' Medium 18 25

7' ,., 22 29

3' !8 26

Reo=an&'_Iz_ _' High 22 33

C_!Ind_!¢_i 2-3 Low 15 20

> Due: Diam. Di_me_,e_s HiEb 19 26

Cylln_-.-Ical 2-3 Low Ii I!

= Duc_ Diam. Diameters HIES. 14 !7

-Sa-
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9.!.3 Correc_icn for Area of Duct O_enin_ in Bu!idin_ _ace

A conversion is required between the sound power in the duet and

the resulting sound pressure at the opening in :he building face.

if the dud: :ermina_es in a !ouvered plenum, bu_ there is an

on-axls opening to the outside, no credit is taken for the area

of :be !ouvered face. A correction of -3 dB is allowed if :he

duct discharges into a louvered plenum where the oDening to the

cu_side is a_ leas_ _5° off-axls of the duo_ cen_erline. The

corrections for duc_ cross-sec_!onal area are given in Table 16.

At :his pcln_ in the procedure the sound level a_ the building

face can be de:ermined by subtracting the corrections for

at_enuamlon in _he duc_work and for duct cross-sectional area.

Per exam,!e, consider the installation of an exhaus_ fan of _be

Airfoil type :ha: is selected for a duty of 60,000 cfm @ 2.5"

:o_al s_atic pressure. "The fan is 40" in diameter; for this

service i: will o_era_e at _6_ of peak s_a_ic-efficlency (this

is :he fan used in :he example given in Section 5.3.!.

The fan is connected :c an exhaus_ duct of dimensions, 5_" x

80" (30 sq. f:.), in series with a _ ft. "low" pressure-drop

sound at=enuator. The duo: terminates at a Iouvered opening

in :he building face, cn-axls with :he duct cenzerline: De-

,ermine t_e sound level at _he building face.

Ste_ i. Ca!cula:e the A-welg_ted sound power level of

.:he fan (Refer tO Sectlon 5.2)

_ (A) = KA + A + B + C
" 3_ + _8 ÷ 8 ÷ 13

- !0_ dBA re !0-12 Wa:z; the spectrum
is Class !.
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TABLE 16

Correction for Duct Cross-Sectional Area

Ouc_ area, ft.! Correction FactorT dB

9-1! 0

!!.!- !4 1

l_.l- 18 2

18.!- 22 3

22.1 - 28 a

2@.Z- 35 S

36- 4Q 6

45 - 56 7

ST - 70 8

71- 89 9

90- !!2 !O

I_2 - 180 la

18!- 225 13

._, _J_ _ ___-_J_-_

-86-
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S;ep 2. Determine --he correction for the sound attenuator.

From Table 15, a 5 f_. "low" pressure-drop unit

has an at--enua_ion of 16 dB for a Class I input

spectrum.

Step 3: Determine the area correo--ion.
2

From Table !6, --he area scrree_ion for a 30 ft.

duct is 5 dB.

The sound level at the building face is determined by subtracting

the results of Steps 2 and 3 from Step !.

L (A) - 10_ - 16 - 5 = 83 dBA.
P

9.2 Procedure for Use with Non-Dusted Mechan4cal Equ_omemt

This prooedure deals with the noise radiated by mechanical

equipment into an enclosing space that is coupled to _he outdoors

by ven_!la--ion openings in the building. The sound transmission

through exterior walls of the building is no-- considered an Im-

pot--an= factor in this analysis because in nearly all pract!oa_

situations the walls are "flanked" by the ven--llam!on openings.

The f!rs_ s--ep is to determine _.he sound levels at ! me_er for

•each machine of Interes_ using the appropriate equations devel-

oped in Seo'.!cn 7. List --hess in descending order of magnitude

and ¢oncentra¢e firs-- on only _hose noise sources that are _he

h!_hest.

The second s--ep is to determine the dis--ante in feet from the

machine of interest tc the closest opening to the ou--side; use

Table !7, following, --c obtain the correct!on factor to be
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subtracted from the sound level at ! meter to obtain the sound

level on the room side of the building opening. An additional

corz"ectlon of 3 dB is permlt_ed if the machine is shielded from

the opening by plenums or other large barriers,

TABLE 17"

Correction For Distance Between

Machine and Building Opening

Distance from Openings Correction Factor
ft. dB

5 2
6-7 3

8-9

lO-ll 5

12-I_ 6

15-18 7
19-22 8

23-29 9

30-36 10

>36 i0

•Table 17 is based on the discussion in Section 7 concerning the

depam_ure of _,y_ica! metric!ca! rooms from classical direct/

reverberant field theory. The correction is limited to 10 dB,

e..e of the data base._ximum, beezuse of the small 4.

-88-
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The next step is to compute _he sound level on the room side of

the building opening by subtracting t_e correction factor de-

termined in step two from the machine sound level at i meter

determined in step one.

At this point it is best to determine whether there are other

noise sources in t_e mechanical room _ha_ will significantly

influence the sound level at the building opening thac was

. . com_uted for the noisiest machine. In general, noise soumces

6 _B lower in level will have negligible effect unless t_ey are

closer to _he opening, or several in number.

We recommend that the mechanical installations in a given room

be screened first on the basis of the noisiest sources; if this

analysis indloa_es =hat no env!rommenta! problems exist at _he

receiver point (outdoors), then other lower level sources

probably can be neglected. However, for those situations where

the sound levels of several sources ace to be combined, a

_rcoedure is provided in .Appendix 3 for the addition of decibels;

decibels are !og_!t_m!o values and cannot be summed by normal

algebraic additions.

The final e_ep in the analysis is _o adjust _he sound level,

de_erm, ined for the room-slde of the building opening, for any

losses through the opening; the result will be the sound !_vel

a_ the exterio_ face of _he bu!idlns. The losses t_ be accounted

for, if any, generally will be those due to the Insta!!at_on of

paoMaged sound.attenuators or acoustical louvers a_ the opening.

The average i_ser:!cn loss of sound a=tenuators may be found in

Table !_; the inserzlon loss of _ypica! acoustical louvers is

given in Table !a, following.

-_9-
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TABLE 18

Insertion Loss of Acoustical Louvers

Pressure Drop Average Insertion Loss I dB

Class I Class II Class all

Low:< 1.0"w.g. 8 l0 l0

@ lO00 fpm ...

High: ! 1.0"w.g. 10 13 12

@ lO00 fpm

As an example in using this procedure, consider _he ins_al!a_!on

of a oen_mlfuga! chiller, of _he internal!y-geamed _ype, having

a capacity of 600 tons. The chi!!e_ is located in a mechanical

room at a _Istance of 12 feet directly opposite a ven_ilatlon

opening in the exterior wall. A low-pressure d_op acoustical

louver is Ins_a!!ed in the opening.

Step l: Dete..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,._nethe sound level of the _hil!er

using Table 9A. The 600 _on unit is found

to _roduce a sound level of 95 _BA at a

distance of I meter. Nor t_e !n_ernally-

geared machine, _he charao_erlstio spectrum

is Class ZX!.

Step 2: Find _he magnitude of _be distance ocr_.ectlon

factor using Table iT. For 12 fee_, _he

• factor is 6 d2.

S_ep 3: De,ermine _he insertion loss of the acoustic

louver, using Table !B, for a Class Z_ !npu_

s_ec_,m_. This factor is !0 dB.
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The sound level at the exterior face of the building due to this

compressor installation will be found by subtracting the results

of steps 2 and 3 from step i.

Lp(A) = 95 - 6 - Z0 = 79 dBA.

Had the acoustical louver not been installed, the sound level

would be l0 dB blgher, or 89 eLBA.

9.3 Procedure For Oetermln_n@ the Sound Level at a Point 0ut-
doors Due.to a $our,ce ,at,the BuiIdinc 0p'eni'n_'

_n suttee=ions 9.1 and 9.2 above, procedures were given for de-

term!n!ng =he sound level a= the excerlor face of a building

open!hE resulting from a machine located inside. This sub-

section presents a procedure for determining the corresponding

sound level at some distance from the building opposite the

cpenlng.

The a=cenua=Ion of sound with dls=anoe from a finite rectangular

_lane source (or opening) of dimensions a and b (a < b) has the

following characteristics along an axis perpendicular to the

opening=S:

!. Zn the _eg!on between the opening and a distance of a_ou:

a/3, there i_ no change in sound level.

2. 2n the region between about a/3 and b/3, the sound level

drops at the rate of 3 d_ per doubling of dls=ance.

3. Zn :he region beyond abouz b/3, t_e sound level drmps at the

rate of 6 dB per doubling of dis_ance.

-9!-
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Thus, to determine the sound level at some distance, d, from a

building opening, the "source dimensions" must be taken into

oonsideration; for a given distance, the attenuatlon reduces

with an increase in the size of the opening.

Pot distances equal to or greater than about b/3, She attenuation

can be determined from She following equaSion:

Lpo - Lpd = 20 log d - l0 log (aS) + 10, dB

where Lpo is the sound level am She opening,

L is She sound level at dissanoe d, and
Pd

a & bame the dimensions of She opening; Shus

(aS) is the area of She opening.

In moss practical field si=ua=ions, _he distance _c come point of

w..! be equal =o or greaterreference outdoors more than likely '_

than b/3. P=m example, consider a reference dis=an=e of 20 fees

from She building opening. In =his case, She "effective" build-

ing cpenlng (_ha= pot=ion coupled =o the noise source) would

need So exeee_ 60 feet in width before use of _he above equation

would be invalid. For duo=ed fan equipment, the effective build-

in_ opening .* I_.!., in general, be _he same as the duc_ crcss-seotlonal

area. For ve..t°.a_ed ...ethan_c_. rooms, _he cDenlng is not likely So

be much greater chart one bay in width. Therefore, =he 60 feet

allowable width for an opening to receiver dis=an=e of 20 feet

would accommodate moss prac=ical situations. _ The use of Shis

*One frequen=ly observes buildings with a !ouvered facade exmending

throughout an entire floor _cwever, behind She louvers there •_

generally be a series of plenums or o=herwiee c=mpam_men=al!zed

spaces assoola_ed w..h .nd._.dua_ noise soummes. The " e_ _ ,,

w.l. be lessopening relative to a specific source in mo=_ cases "* _

=_an observed from outside.
-ga-
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equation might be marginal at a reference distance less than

10 feet because the corresponding maximum effective opening

of 30 feet is close to a typical bay spacing.

In addition _o sound levels along the axis varying with distance

from the opening, there will be a variation with angle _ from

the axis because the radiation of sound from a rectangular op_n_.,_
!rig is directional 2_. The sound level is about 3 dB less for F_

angles in the range of 30° - 80 ° than on-axis; for angles in the

range of 60° to 90°, the radiation is down about 6 dB with re-

spect to the on-axis level.

To calculate "the outdoor sound level at some point of reference,

_hen it is necessary to determine four quantities: the sound

level at the opening, the area of the opening, the on-axls dis-

barite to the point of interest, and the vertical angle between

_he receiver and _he perpendicular axis throu@b the center of

the opening. This can be erpressed as:

L_d - Lpo - (Direc_iv!ty Factor) (Distance Factor) ÷ (Area Factor)

_here Directivlty _actor = 0 dB for _g!es between 0°-30a;

3 dR for angles between 30°-60°;

6 dR for angles between 60°-90°;

Distance Factor - _0 log d ÷ 10 dR;

Area Fat=or - 10 log (ab).

Values cf Dis='anoe and Area Factors a_ropriate for use in the

workshee_s in Section !0 are listed in Table 19.

-93-
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TABLE 19

DISTANCE AND AREA FACTORS FOR USE IN
DETERMINING SOUND ATTENUATION FROM A RECTANGULAR OPENING

Dis_ance Factor , Area Factor

D_s_ance Factor A_ea of Opening Fac_o_
• ,(Ceet), {,d_) (sq f_) (de)

Z4 - Z5 33 9 - Zl !0
16 - 17 3a 12 - Z_ 11
18- 19 3_ 15- 18 12
20 - 21 36 19 - 22 13
22 24 37 23 - 28 14
25 - 2?, 38 29 - 35 15
28 - 30 39 36 - 45 !6
3Z - 34 40 46 56 i?
35 - 38 41 57 - 70 Z8
39 - 42 42 71 - 89 !9
43 - 47 _3 90 - !12 _o
_8 - 53 44 !13 - 141 21
54 - 60 _5 " i_ - 178 :2
61 - 67 _6 %79 - 224 Z3
_a - 75 47 225 - 282 n_
75 - 84 48 283 - 355 25
85 - 94 49 356 - _a7 26
95 - 106 50 4a8 - 562 27
lOT - 119 51 563 - 708, 28
120 - Z33 52 709 - 89! 29
13_ - 15o 53 892 -I12o 30
!_l- !68 S4
169 - IS8 S5
189 - 211 56
2!2 - 237 57
23_ - 266 58
25? - 300 59
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IO. DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT NOISE GUIDELINES ANO
WORKSHEETS FOR MODEL PERMIT SCHEME

The guidelines and worksheets developed in this section are in-

tended for use in screening building mechanical system designs

and the corresponding ins_a!!ablon details for potential noise

impact on the exterior environment.

A number of steps are involved in this screening process that

require the availability of detailed mechanical drawings and

specifications for the building, in order $o obtain the necessary

data inputs for the worksheet analysis. In addition, certain

architectural drawing= are required, such as site plmn= and build-

ing elevations in order to establish the locations of exterior

equipment and openings to interior mechanical rooms with respect

to the outdoor reference points designated for analysis.

In general, the worksbeets proceed in a step-wlse manner, begin-

ning with an identification of the piece of equipment of concern,

tog=_her with technical data concernln_ its operation sufficient

to establish the level of sound energy produced by the machine.

The location of the equipment, relative to the outdoor reference

point, is then established and those factors are listed Chat will

affect the sound attenuation in the path between source and re-

c..veo. The magnimudes of these sound attenuating Components are

then calculated _cd combined Co determine the cots! losses in the

transmission path. The final step is to ma!oulaCe the sound level

at the chosen outdoor poin_ due to the building equipment source

under cons!dealt!on.

Two basic sykes cf worksheet procedures are needed: one co deal

wit_ outdoor sources; the ot_er to deal with sources located !n-

doors but - _=_.ou_... to :he cu:dcors through duets or ventilation

c_en!ngs. Sam.p_wcrksheets are provided in Appendix _.
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lO.l Worksheet for Calcul.ation of the Sound Level at an Out-
door Reference Point Due to Exterior Buildin_ Me'c_anical
Equipment.

Wor_sheet A illustrates the procedume to be followed in calcu-

lating the outdoor sound level at some point of concern due to

a piece of mechanical equipment installed outside the building.

The worksheet requires the use of the tables provided in previous

sections of the report for data entries with regard to source

noise levels and sound attenuating elements in the path between

source and receiver. The other information required for the

worksheet must be ob_ained from the drawings and specifications

prepared by the Arcbltect/Mecban!ca! Des!&nner.

_z_ 1 of the worMsheet !!e=s the da_a required =onoernlng the

item of equipment to be analyzed and the necess_y de_ai!s about

the instal!a=ion con_i&n_ratlon. _t 2 contains the procedure

for ca!cu!a_ing the sound level at the reference point based on

the Inf_z_nat!cn developed in Part !.

To i!!uscrate the use of Workshee_ A, the following examples a_e

given:

A 50-hp oentm!fu_al-ty_e cooling tower is to serve a one-story

commercial _u!idlng that is located adjacent to a residential

neigbbcrnood. The rsference _olnt for evaluazlon is _he nearest

point on =be intervening property line as illustr_ted in Figure 16.

Two ins_a!!aticn options exist:

!. Looa:ion of _e cooling tower on-grade, near an inside corner.

2. Lmcation on t_e roof, wi=h a set-back sufficient t_ prevent

its being seen frmm the close-in appmoaoh =c the _u!!dlng.

However, _: u_Z_ _e u_a£h_ f_m =as rea_den=es.
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50 Hor_emowerCentriFugalCo,_l;r,gTower

I
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C_otlon2: Lock,on on Roof

FIGURE ]6. OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT IN':,ALLATION EXAMPLE I
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On _he sample workshee_ shown in Table 20, the solution is

f!rsz obtained for option l; the solution for option 2 is shown

in parentheses,

_ar= !

Steps I-_: Identify the equ!pmen_ type and size.

Step 5: Li_ the sound power level of the equipment based on

Table 6 (96 dBA re i0 -12 Wa_).

Step 6: Identify the Ins_a!la_ion locations for the two op-

tions.

Step 7: _nd!ca_e that two reflecting surfaces exist for

op=ion i and none exist for option 2. (The tables

used in ¢onJunetlon with the worksheet assume all

sources have a re f!eo_ing plane at the base.)

Step £: Ind!oa=e that the line. of sight to the reference

poin_ (proper_y line) is unobstructed in both cases.

Step 9: _n_ica_s the equlpmen= dls_ances to the reference

points.

Par_ 2

Ste_ I0: Enter the sound power level determined in step 5.

Ste_ l!: Correct!on for direcclvity; _ dB for op=!on l, 0 dB

for opt!on _J

Step 12: Coffee: the radiated sound power level for direetlvity;

96 > !C2 for opt!on !, no change for option 2.

Step !3: Correct!on for shielding; none.

SteD !_: Cor_e¢= radla_ed sound power level for shielding; no

change.

Step !_: Co_eo_ fc_ dis=ante using Table 13; 30 dB for opt!on !,

35 dB for c_ion 2.

SteD 16: SuZtrao= the distance oorrecZion from the adjusted

sound power level to find _he saund level a= reference

_oin=: ?2 dBA for op=ion !, 6! dBA for option 2.
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TABLE 20

Outdoor Equipment Installation - Example I Wor_sheet

WORKSHEET A

Outdoor Equipment

Procedure for Calculation of Sound Level a'_ a Reference Point Outdoors

Part I: Reference Data

I. Equipment Description @_+?" _ _ C_ '.4 "_l,&/tm_
!

a. Identification Symbol on Drawings _ 7"" ] ,

3. Manufacturer and Model Number ._¢_'_ ._. /0_'_0 ,_

_. Operating Conditions

dBAre war=5. A-Weighted Sound Power Level

Spectrum Class ,_

_'_ Ca!culaCed from tables (attach worksbeet)

Certified test data (attach substantiation)

6. Znetallat!on Lccatimn:

/ On-grade

.(/')Roo -to

7. Presence of Nearby Ref!eoting Surfaces:

___a. _Cone I b • One /c. Two

8. Line of Sight between Equipment and Reference Point:

6 _a. gnobs_ruc*.ed

b. 5token by solid barrier, roof setback, etc.

_. Distance, Equlpmen= co Reference Point /'_'0, _TD') feet

(/_ Per cendiou!ar distance

Slan _. distance
D

-99-
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TABLE 20 (continued)

Outdoor Equipment Installation - Example I Worksheet

Workshee_ A (continued)

Par_ 2: Sound Level Kstlma_!on

10. Sound Power Level (from line 5) _. dBA re 10-!2 Wa_

!l. Cor_ectlon for Diree_ivity:

a, If 7{ checked, enter 0 <O) dB

b. It Tb checked, enter 3 dB

O. IC To checked, enter 6 16 dB

12. Add lines 10 and ii (a, b, or o) IO_ _dBA re lO "12 Wa_

13, Correction fo_ Shleld!ns:

a. Zf Ba checked, enter 0 0_(0_

b. If 8b checked, enter:

(I) 5 (allowance w/o cz!¢.) Or _B

(2) Result Of oompu_atlon us!nz
Appendix 2 (a=_aen oalc's.)

l_. Sub_rzo_ llne IB from line !2 ?O_j (96_dSA re l0 -12 Wa_:

!5. D_stanee Correct!on (from T_b!e i] _C_'_d
usln_ dls_ance shown on line 9) _.... B

!6. Sub_rzo_ line 15 from line !_ _o _et .

Sound Level a_ Reference Point 7_){$1)dBA re 2 % 10"SN/m 2

-!OOJ
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This example demonstrates the influence of directivity and

distance on the sound level at the boundary of the receiver.

The l! dB change from option 1 to option 2 in this case could

well represent the difference between complaint and acceptance

by the adjoining neighborhood.

A 550 hp centrifugal-_ype cooling tower is. to be installed On

the roof of a high-rise office building. The closest property

line boundary _er_,endlcular to the tower is 50 feet away. There

is a lower apartmen_ structure with exterior balconies across

the street. The slant distance from tower to the closest balcony

iS 130 feet, but the line of sigh_ is broken. (See illustration

in Figure !?.) Determine _he sound level due to the tower a=

two points: i) the _ro_erty line and 2) the balcony face•

The worMsheet for ExamD!e 2 is illustrated in Table 21, first

with the calculations for case i (the property line) and then

wit_ the calculations for case _ (the balcony face) shown in

._.!. be noted _hat the solution relative toparentheses. _t '_

zhe _rc;erty line _redicts a sound level of 69 dBA, whereas

:he level a: the balcony face is 13 dBA lower (_6 dBA). This

demonstrates the difference between choosing a reference point

z: the _roper_y line as cDposed to a iooatlon a: the closest

.ec._te. in an existing !=-d-use• The shielding correction

d...eo.n .; the remainlng _ dB is theaccounts for _ dB of this _ _o c-

offee: of the greater diszance.

10,2 Workshe_t For Calculat,jon oF the Sound Level a_ an Outdoor
ReWerenoe _oint Oue to Interior 8uildin_ Mechanical Ecui_men_

• ..c .... a for _nalys!s of _ _' _ -Two t:fnes of worksheets are "_."'-°" .u__d_n_

- " " Jo. zshe.. B-I to _e"''_'_ _"'--='" i_caZed indoors " -' _" is
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150 Horsepower Cooling Tower
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TABLE 21

Outdoor Equipment Ins=a]'lation - Example 2 Worksheet

WORKSHEET A

Outdoor Equipment

Procedure for Calculation of Sound Level at a Reference Point Outdoors

Part 1: Reference Data

1. EquipmentDescription " o /_

2. Identiflcation Symbol on Drawlngs _-r-_

3. Manufacturer and Model Number _:_- _5"_

_] Ope_atlnE Conditions J--_O _

5. A-Weighted Sound Fowe_ Level I _ / dBA re I0 "la Wa_t

Speo_um Class _,.

_Calcula_ed from _ables (a_tach workshee=)

Ce_tlfi£_ tee_ da_a (attach substantial!on)

6. _netalla_!on Location:

On-_Tade

iv)Roo -=op

7. Presence of Nearby Reflecting Surface_:

6 (/)a. None __ b. One o. Two

8. LAne of Sigh_ between Equipment and Reference Pc!n=:

a. Unobstructed

9. Dis:ance, Equipment ¢o _eference Peln= .5"0_ C/_> feet

_._./?er_endlou!ar dis=ante

(_) elan: _is:ance

-lO3-
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TABLE 21 (continued)

Outdoor Equipment Ins_al'la_ion. - Example 2 Worksheet

Worksbeet A (continued)

Part 2: Sound Level Estimation

10. Sound Power Level (from line 5) /OJ..dBA re l0 "12 Watt

ii. Correction for Direotlvlty:

a. If 7aoheoked, enter 0 _O)dB

b. If 7b checked, enter 3 _.___dB

o. If 7e checked, enter 6 .....dB

12. Add linesIO _d ll (a,_, or c) ;_O_/_A_ re 10-12Wa_=
13. Correctlon.for Shleldin_:

a. If 8a checked, enter 0 _ dB

b. _f 8b checked, enter:

(1) S (allowance w/o'o&!c.) or _dB

(2) Result of computation using
Appendix _ (attach ¢alc's.) dB

!_. Subtract line 13 from line 12 ]O_j _)dBA re 10 -12 Watt

I_. Distance Correct!on (from Table 13 •

using distance shown on line 9) _Jd.B
16. Subtr_o_ line 15 from line !_ to get

!0-LN/m 2
Level a_ Reference Point ---.----._@J_dBAre 2 X

Sound

-!04-
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used _ _.c. duc:ed air-handllng equipment Worksheet B-2 is :o be

used for equ!pmen: !ceased w!thln a mechanical room which is

vented to the outdoors through openings in the s!de or roof of

a building. The format cf these procedures is similar :o =hat

used for Workshee= A discussed above: Far= 1 l!s:s =he reference

da:a required In =he analysis; Part 2 con:sins =he calcu!a:icn

procedure for de:ermining the sound level at some ex=er!or refer-

ence point.

10.a.i Worksheet for Ducts d A!r-Handl!n£ Equlpmen:

To i!!us:ra:e the use of Workshee: B-l, =he following example

Is glven:

_=amp_e $: 8u4Zd{nq _=hau_ P=n

A building exhausg fan, of =be vane-axlal type, is dusted to an

opening in =he s!de of a hlgh-r!se office building. There is a

lower apar:men: building across the s:reet w!th balconies. The

geometry la similar to the: il!us:rzted in Figure !7 which was

used in cmnJuno:ion wlth Example 2, above.

The vane-axial fan is 60" !n diameter and handles 37,800 cfm

against a total s:a:Ic pressure of I.S inches, w.g. The s=atlc

efficiency at :he chosen operating poin= i_ _ person:; the

_eak s:a_it effiolency of the fan design is 80 percent.

The discharge duct connected to the fan is 5a" x 64" (24 square

feet) and !s $c_us=Ica!ly =rested for a length of 16 fee= wish

one-lnch-_hlc_ duct!incr. The duc: opening at the bu..d...g face

is connec=ed tca !ouvered plenum, on-axis ,w._ =he duct censer-

line.

-!05-
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The solution shown on the sample worksheet (Table 22) is for

, two situations:

!. Evaluation at _he property llne directly opposite the

opening at 20 feet.

a. Evaluation at the balcony face of the closest apar_men_

across the street, which is a distance of 95 feet away,

at an angle of _0° below the normal to _be opening.

The solution for case 2 is shown in parentheses.

The reference data based on bbe above descrlp_ion is entered in

Par_ 1 in Steps !-I0. The calculation procedure (Par_ 2) begins

with Step i!, the oalcu!a_ion of f&n-sound power level, uslng the

informs=Ion located in Seo_ion 5 Of this report. Steps 12-17

are used to calculate the sound level a_ the exterior face of

the building, using _he informs=ion provided in Sect!on 9.!.

Steps 1_-20 ds_srmlne _he sound level at the exterior reference

poln= based on the procedure given in Section 9.3.

it will be noted _bat a !7 dB difference exists between _he _wc

reference points chosen for analysis; 3 _ is _he result of a

direc_!vlty correction for t_e 40° off-axls line of slg_; l_ _B

results from _he greamer distance =o the boundary of $_e closest

receiver.

10.2.2 Worksbeet for Zndo_r Bui!din_ Mechanical Equipmen_
p

.._ust.__e :he use of Workshee_ B-_, the following exammle

is given:
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TABLE 22 (continued)

Workshee- B-1 (Con'.Inued)

9. Distance, Bui!dinE Openin E to Reference Point_0D(_._>eet

Perpendlcular Distance
lan_ Distance

!0. Line of Sight between Equipment and Reference Point

1_ ___. Unobsl;ruc_-ed
b. Broken by solid bar._!er, roof setback etc.

.=at'.2: Sound Level Estimation at Reference ?cin_

i!. Calcu!a_Ion of Fan Sound .=owed Level (Based on Lines 5,6,7):

a. Speclfic Bound Power Level, K_ (Table l) _dBA r_ !0-12'Ant=
b. Volume Correction, A (Table 2") _dB
c. Static _ressure Correction, B (Table 3) _.._dB
d. Static _ff!ciency Correction, C (Table _)_B
e. Sound Power Level_(lla + !ib ÷ 1!¢ + l!d)ioldBA _ 10"l_w'a=_
f. Spectrum Class _

J12. Correction fo_ Lined Duc=:,'ork (cn_y if l+._e _a,('_) checked):

a. At_enuatlon of Straight Duo _, (Table 14) [.O dB
b. E!bo_t At_enua'!on :

(!) _f "Yes" checked, enter _ dB
(2) If "._Io"checked, enter 0 _dB

,!._. Cc.'."eo_./onfor ?a_kaged Sound A::emuatoz'(_n!y if @a,(5) c.heeked):

a. At=e:,ua_.len (Table 15) dB
_e._.+..d Tes= Da_a (a:-.aoh _" -+ +_

1 j
-_. AdJug:ed Bound Power Level:

a. Line _!.'. minu-, e,+ _= _/_:a r_,..no__ + !2b)*

b. ilne !le minus r< o !Sa, b._..n+ ___d_A ._.i0 ";:a_.:

l_. .2aiouia:ion of Sound Level ab F.ui!din_ Opening:

a. Correction for Duct Cross-_ecr.lenal Area (from
Table i_ usinZ, area of ._a, (_), __._dS

•3. Cor.-eo'.icn fo.- F!enum LO_._n,

(!) "f _a,C_),(a_ checI.:ed, e::cer O: _ dB
(o) .._";.,_._,(_),(_) checked, enter 3: dB

c. Add Lines l_a and l_b: &A dB..f..-

d. Bound Level ac Opening (Line lU(a or b) _/'"=d_A 2x!O'_/m 2mi.'SusLine l_c): _..

__¢,.._g._ sound a_:enu-.....n C _" a _= ', _"

atcr is allowed _u: no_ bomb.

3
1

t
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TABLE 22 (continued)

Worksheet B-i (Continued)

*16. Correction for Direc_ivlty (use only if 10a is checked)

Vertical angle between reference point and opening:

0° - 36_, enter 0 _ dB
30° - 60a, enter 3: C_---TdS
60° - 90°, enter 6: --dB

*lZ. Correction for Shielding (use only if 10b is checked):

a. Al!owance.w/o Calculations, enter 5 dB
b. Computation from Appendix 2

(attach calculations): dB

!8. Adjusted Sound Level am Building Opening

(Line l_d minus !6, mr, Line iZ): _T2_dBA re 2xl0-SN/m 2
19. Correction for Distance to Reference

Point:

a. Distance Factor (From Table !9
and

b. Area Factor (From Table !g and

Line 8a, (6)): _dB
C. Line 19a minus Line 19b: _jC2._dB

20. Sound Level a_ Reference Pein=:

(Line !8 minus Line 19c) (:_2i_)dBA re 2x!O

*A oor:.co:Ion fmr el=her dir_c_Ivi_y mr si_le!dlng is allowed,

bu_ not both.
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A building mechanical room is located on the top floor of _he

office building described in the previous example. A louvered

openln E if' x 25' (27_ square feet) Used for ventilation is

located on the side of the building ooposite the apartment

structure. Znside this mechanical room is a 950-ton hermetic,

internally-geared centrifugal chiller that is a distance of

8 feet from the ex_erlor opening in which low-pressu_e drop

acoustical louvers are installed.

As in the previous exa_nple, two solutions are given (see Table 23):

one, for the property-line case; =he other, based on the loca-

bion of the closes_ receiver. The necessary reference data are

lis_ed in Steps I-!0 of Part l; the sound level of the chiller

entered in Step 5 was obtained from Table 9 in Sectlon 7.2 of

:his re_or_.

The ca!oula=!on procedure in Ste_s l!-l_ determines the sound

level at the building exterior, using the information provided

in Secsion 9.2. Steps i_-!9 result in the sound levels at the

outdoor reference _olnts based cn :he procedure given in

Sac=ion 9.3.

_n comparison with Example 3, the s_e 17 d_ difference in level

results between :he two reference points chosen because the

exterior _ecmetry is identical. The absolute values of the

sound levels at the corresponding reference points, however,

differ b7 _ _ for the two individual _ources (fan and chiller).

I0.3 Combininq Sound he,vels at. an Outdoor Reference Oo(nt

5xamp!es 2, 3, and Q were based cn =he same exterior geometrF,

wi:h one _ullding scnsldered as the noise source, and an

-llO-
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TABLE 23

Chiller Raom Instal]ation- Example 4 Worksbeet

WORKSHEET B-_

_qildin_ _iechanical Equipment Indoors

Calculation of Sound Level at a Reference Point, Outdmors

Par_ l: Reference Data

2. Identification Symbol on Drawings _k-- /

3. Nanufacturer and Model _lumber _T _ . _@-- 9__

_. Operating Conditions _,_,0 "7"_ _;r.Co_;_/_,'A4 ,_eP_,'_

5. A-Weighted Sound Level at Z me=or ._._7___dBAre 2 x _0 "5 N/m 2

Spectrum Class .,_

6. Distance between Equi_men_ and Closest Openin6 in Ex_erlor

Wall _ fee_

a. Opening unsbie!ded from equi_menZ

b. Opening shielded from equipment

7. Dimensions cF Opening:

a. _e±_ I1 ,f_
b. Width _'C_

c. _rea _7__r_2

8. koous_Ica! Trea_men_ of O_enin_:

z. tlone

b. 2amkaBed Sound Attenuator

_/c. Ac=_st!cal 5cu,¢ers

9. Dis'_nce, _ui!dln_ T_en!n_ ¢o Reference Fcin_,/_.__)_

_/Per_endieular Dis=ante

<Z_ lan_ Distance

!O. r_.. _C Si=h_ _e:ween =..... '-.u_, _e.,_ ant Reference Pc!no

#,  n=s:ruo=ed
b. _rcke_ by s_ild barrier, roof setback, e_¢.

-Ii!-
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TABLE 23 (continued)

Workshee; 5-2 (Continued)

?ar_ 2. Sound Level Es:!ma_ion a¢ Reference Point

l!. A-Weighted _ound Level at i meter (from Line 5)_TcIBA re 2x!O-_C/m2

12. Correction ,o." " Distance to C3oses_ Opening:

a. Dis:ante (using Tab3e 17 and Line 6) _ dB

b. Shielding:

Uns_lelded, enter 0 O. dB

Shielded, en¢er 3 dB

o. Total Correction (12a + !2b) _& dB

33. Attenuation across Opening:

a. If 8a is checked, enter 0 dS

b, Zf 8b is checked, use
Table 3_ or

Certified Ratings(attach substantla_iom) dS

c. _f._ is checi_ed, use

v/Tab3e l_ or
Certified Ratings(scram!| substantlat!on)_OdS

3_. A-_cei_hted S_und Level a= Sx=erio_ Side of Opening:

Line 31 minus Line 12c minus Line 33a,b,c: _d_A re ZxlO-_4/m2

_15. Correction for Directlvi_y (use only if Line 30a is e_eeked:

Vet:lea3 angle between reference point and opening:

0° - 30Q, enter 0: _ dB
30= 60 °, en:er 3: e_"_'TdB
_0 ° _ 90 _, enter 6: -dS

_36. Correct!on for Zhle3ding (use en!7 if llne !0b is checked):

a. Allowance :_/o Calcu!atlcns, enter _: .dS

b. Cor_T:u_a_Ion from Appendix 2 (attach ca/o's): dB

_?. Adjusted Saund level at ='_' _ -
2x!o-_::/m2m_..us .. _ ..no

!_. Co_rec:ien for Distance to Reference Fcln_:

Dis=ante Factor (from TaD3e 19 and Line 9)_i_a.

b. -.'r'a.F_c:or (_---......_=_ie.-.!9 and Line ?c)'. _._.,.__=

c. Line i_a minus ilne 3co: l_(_&_d_
19. Sound r .. _ .........C. ?oln_

_..ne 17 minus _ine i_c) A _ l_!0"5>i/m_

. . Ei._ e., Ou= _O_ bo_h.

I
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adjacent bui!din_ considered as the receiver. Consider now the

combined effec_ at the balcony face of the closest apartment:

Sound Level due to Cooling Tower (Example 2) 56 dBA

Sound Level due to Exhaust Fan (_xample 3) _8 dBA

Sound Level due to Chiller (Example a) 5a dBA

Combined Sound Level 59 dBA j

FDOm =he above analysis the noise of =he coollnE tower is seen

to have t_s gDeates_ influence; _he combination of the o=heD

two soumoee raises =he level by 3 dS.

However, in setting up Examples 3 and 4 for the interior equip-

men_, i_ was assumed that so_e attempt had been made by the

Arc_!=e¢=uDa!/Meohanlc£! design.ere =o incorporate at leas= mini-

_a! hOleS-control measures. _n the case of the exhaust fan,

!6 fee= cf lined duc_, ccDrespondln_ to a noise Deduc=i_n of

!0 d_, ;¢as used. _n =he Chilled insta!la:ion, acoustical louvers

weds installed in =he ventilation openlng resu!tin_ in a noise

Deduct!on of l0 dB. Had these hOleS-control measures not been

taken, the sound levels at _he balcony face _ould have combined

as follows:

Sound Level due to Coolins Tower _6 dBA

Sound Level due t_ Exhaust _an 58 dBA

Sound Level due to Chiller 6a dBA

Combined Sound Level o5 dBA*

_:cte that :h_'dlfferenee in :hess co_;aylscns is an Incysase in

zeta! nc_se level b7 6 dB. This is a sICnlflcanz chan_e cn mos:

_FCD a dls_usslcn cn 3he addition of decibels see A_pendix 3.

-1!3-
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scales of subjective response to noise; typically, such scales

are _raduated in 5 dB increments in the range between acceptable,

.-u_mginal, and obJeotlonable.

10.4 Reliability of Calculated Results

The -.e.._bil_.j_'='_'. of these .Procedures in crediotinK, the sound

level at a point outdoors depends on several factors. For both

indoor and outdoor sources, the primary uncertainty concerns the

validity of the input data " -_o. the equipment noise characteris-

ties. AS discussed in Section 5, _, and 7, much of the available

da=a on the noise of mechanical equipment have been cbta!ned

duming a _er!od when standardi=ed test procedures are in various

stages of development _.;Ith!na broad segnen_ of the industries

_o4ucing buildlnE meohanloa! equipment. For this reason, many

of the data in s_ec!f!: product cate_cri s reflect the use of

d!fferen= procedural t:chn!quee, measure.ent parameters, and best

environments. _n reduclng =hose to. some com.mcn denominator for

tom, arleen, inherent errors are introduced that depend cn how

m_¢_ is known abou_ the way the tests were conducted and how the

data were processed.

Th.e data for =_-_- _,,-_ were furnished _y ARI,C.._ .... HVAC ccmponentz -_o

w!th the ccopera=icn of member ccm_anles, ;robab!y have the hi_h-

.... a..!-_j because st_ndardi=ed test procedures for each

equl;ment category were _sed. Th.e data from c_her segments of

.... a..- because the sources are princlpa!-:he ...dus..y are less "°_" _

!y from manufacturers' ¢ata!cgs where -" ",_-com_c_.__e pressures to

m_nl:u!aze. -_{_{.results ,'-Pc.b,'-=_'y _'°..-_an .'-'_,ue..ce_---wa.t.ou-=.._-_ _--_'"

in the absence of Indus=ry cer_Ificatlcn ;re,rams. _n m_ny of

these "gray areas," however, we have biased _,e .n.c. ma_.o, cn

the basis o_ o_r own test daze obtained under field ccndlt_cns

in decldln_ ;;ha: :o "-_"_ =-d.......e .... what :c reject dr .e_,o't._c=._-'e

-I!_-
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:he formulas for equipment noise es:imacion recommended earlier

in this report.

There was, of course, scat=or in the data that were used in

the correlation of equipment noise levels with physical size

or othe_ operating parameters. Zn general, we chose an estlma-

tion curve representing one standard error of estimate above

_be linear regression llne corresponding to the bes_ fit to the

data. Statistically, this means that about 16 percent of all

pDoducts within a given category could have noise levels above

the estimation curve. However, in many oases falling within

:hat !6 percent, the amount by which the curve might be exceeded

is only a-_ dBA; in almost all cases it is less than S dBA.

Several factors were considered in deciding where to locate the

estimation _urve relative to the data scatter; the two obvious

c_olcee would be to use the =ua_=_¢ of all the acceptab!e data,

_r to use the up_er boundary of _he data scatter, as a very con-

so=vat!re approach. The disadvanta{e in using an average value

is _wofo!d: Fiber, the noisier equipzent might well be mere

then S d_A hlg_er th_n est!ma:ed, and we know tha_ increments of

change in subjective response are graiuated on zhis order. Second,

we believe that there should be some induce_en_ _o the manufacturer

to provide certified test ratings on _Is equipment, for use as an

al:erna:Ive Input for the workshee_ analy:Is; if :_e estimation

c_ve produces only "average" values, no !ncenzlve exists.

The dlsadvan=age i_ using an est!ma:Ion C'.A._Ve _ha: represents _he

.. ._.-. S_Ch a censer','z:_veupper bcunda._t _ :he data scatter is "'="

un...c.ssa..-v cc_cllcazes

many .ns.a ........s w .__d_n_ _o _ze._es_g.. in the .e_u_..d noise-

con:re! measures. Cne ar_umen: in favor of :his approach would _e
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=he strong inducement co industry to provide certified test

ratings as an alternative to estimating the sound output of

che equipmenb, However, we believe that the industry as a

whole is _aking seriously the nolse-control problems with

their equlpmenz; to set the estimation curve at the upper

limit of the data scatter would not reflect any recognition

of this effort. Using one standard error of estimate above

the best-fi_ linear regression line seems to be the best com-

promise among the possible alternatives.

The second area in which po_entla! errors may be presen_ in

the _redlc_ion of the noise level at an outdoor reference

point is in the determination of sound a_tenuation along the

souroe-to-reeelver path. For example, the _ab!es _rovi_sd for

es_Ima=!n_ the at_enuatlmn of frequency-sensltive elements,

such as _acka_ed sound traps and duct linings, have been based

on several generalized spectrum s_apes that approximate the

cbar_o_erlst!cs of most tyoloa!!y encountered sources. The

atcenuatlcn values themselves were derived from an analysis oC

seve_! z_nufac_urers' catalog data, wh!ob is not yet subject

to industry standardization with re_srd _c test method. In de-

velc_!ng these attenuation tables, therefore, a conservative

a_proaeh was taken. .'i_.e"downstream" sound level calculated

wltb bhese tables would tend to be on the h_gh side of the

a,ter_ge value _7 _-3 _A. These ccrrecti:ns for az_enuatlon

are subject z¢ sc_e uncer_alntT, in part because of devla_ions

in !m_u: s;e¢_r,_ sha_e fro_ those assumed and, in part, because

of _he varlabili:y in _erformanoe of so-called "equivalent"

sound zra_s _zng =he varlcus manufacturers. However, _ne work-

sheet prcvldes for the use of a!zerna_i':e a_:enua=Ion factors

-l!_-
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when corE!lied ratings are available. This should be an induce-

ment to _he manufacturers to develop an industry standards and

cer:ifi=atlon pro_rs_n.

A third possibility for error lles in the provision made for bhe

effects of shielding due to barriers and ocher geometric factors

associated with the instal!a_ion of outdoor equipment; with In-

door sources, bhe principal uncertainty is in assigning an at-

tenuation for the distance between the equipment and a building

opening. _n both situations, the worksheets tend to be conserva-

tive by using attenuation factors on the low side of what might

ac_ua!ly occur in practice. For example, a eredib of 5 dB is

allowed for barriers that Jus_ break the \Ine of sight between

source and receiver. Higher barriers would ordinarily introduce

an attenuation greater than 5 dB. For thse cases an alternate

procedure is provided in Appendix 2 and i made optional on the

worMsheets.

Our chief concern is with difficulties that may be experienced

in =rylng _o verify the p_edloted sound level on the basis of

field measurements after compleX!on of the building. The problems

arise not so much from potential errors in :no wmrksheet pro-

cedures as from facturs such as Ins:al!ati=n and operational

variables that cannot be realls_Ically assessed _ntll after the

Instai!amlon is completed. One example would be fan systems

wherein the differences in point _f opera_Icn on zhe fan curve

=ay cortes;end t: _han_es in noise level as high as !_ dB (see

Section _.li.. The mechanical designer may have made an optimum

fan eectlon bzsed =n his best kncw!ed_e of :he operation re-

qulremen:s and his estlma:e of system reeds:shoe. However, if

ex;erlenoe in zhe appllca_ion should resu!_ in a differen_ see of

e_era:icna! requlremen:s, cr if for some reason changes in ducz

-ll_'-
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configuration and resls=!ve system elements have been made

between the permit approval and the actual installation of the

system, the Fan noise level could be slgnificantlz higher (or

lower) _han predicted. In order to assess the validity of the

workshee$ analysis by means oC measurements at the completed

installation, i_ will be essential to de=ermine first that the

design under review is consistent wlth t_e actual installation.
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11. ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIES FOR THE MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
PERMIT SCHEME

11.1 Introduction

The mechanical equipment permit scheme may be :hcugh_ o£ as con-

_a!nl_g _wo dls_Inct par_s: legal provisions, and an enforcement

strategy. The legal provisions are =hose sections of an ordi-

nance, building or zoning code that specify the objectlve pro-

visions (e.g., sound level limits) and/or subjective provisions

(e.g., nulsance-type provisions) by which the noise from mech-

anical equipment mus= be judged. Legal provisions also provide

a given individual or office, such as the building department,

wi_ =he requisite au=horlty =o enforce the objective/subject!re

prmv!slcns.

The enforeemen= strategy, on =he o_her hand, consists of those

methods =ha= _he responsible office uses to encourage compliance,

and to de_ecb non-com_liance when it occurs. A typical enforce-

men= strame_Y For building code provisions consists oF First

requiring =ha= building plans, associated spee!floatloas, and

cerca!n _- _ -"-...g.nee ....g calculations are submitted for examlna=Ion

before cons=rut:ion *"'_" on .u..d.ng may com-ac.._._y any prcposed _ '_

monte. The building departmen_ examines =he plans, spec_,.ca-_

tlons, calculations, etc. _o verify correctness and completeness

before issuing a bu.!d.n_ pe.'_.,l=. Du ....g cons_rucclon, build-

ing !nspec:ors visit the cons_ruction site =c assure that ,_._ee

s=ruc=ure !s being built in accordance with the plans. :.na..y,__,

_he eomp.e.ed b...d.ng inspected for conformance, and if a! _

is in order, an occupancy _erml= is issued.

i
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This section of =he report first develops and then evaluates

several different mechanical equipment permit schemes for specifl-

oa_Ion and control of mechanical equipment noise. Development is

based on an examination of current practice in dlfferen_ Juris-

dictions across _he U.S. The evaluation is based on Judgements

of the effectiveness, Ceasibi!i_y, and enforcemen_ costs of _hese

_ifferent schemes.

Edeally, all existing permi: schemes bha_ are directed a: con-

_rol!ing mechanical equlpmen_ noise would be identified and eval-

uated. In practice, however, no Jurisdictions were found, wi:h

_he possible exception of New York City, _ha_ have a complete

mechanical equipmen_ permit scheme containing not only the

necessary !esa! previsions but also a complete enforcement stra-

tegy. Ra_her, several Jurisdictions were found _ha_ enforce

identifiable bits and pieces of a comp!e_e scheme. Consequently,

each scheme had _o be broken down not only into its imDortan_

legal pr_vislons and enforcement s_ra_egy, but _he enforcement

s_rategies had _o be broken into separate enf_re_m_,= pr_=_ue8.

Each enforcement practice could _hen be evaluated in terms of its

contribution to the scheme's effectiveness, feaslbili_y and en-

forcement costs.

The remaln_er of _h!s sect!on is divided InZo _hree _ar:s. First,
4 4 4 _4exis_in_ schemes in various .u__sd_c._ons are desc_ihed and

examined critically for strengths and weaknesses. Nexz, legal

;rovislons and enforcemen_ Rractices are evaluated, The impor-

tance _f t_e. various legal _rovisions is evaluated by comparing

... '.. ,_.... _he provisions as they are aotu-_hsse ;ro'fls_ons _- :_ law '_

_'" _ _'-_ ....c.¢.men. prRczices _ha_ increase per-a..W .n.... ed. Specific o-, - a ,

..... e...c .......ss _-e identified and _hese _raotlees are

evaluated in _erms o$ "_ _- -_.',^_..e.. oon_...u_._n =o overall permi_ scheme
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effectiveness, The feasibility and enforcement COB_S of the dif-

feren_ enforcement practices are also examined. Finally , a recom-

mended mechanical equipment permit scheme is presented.

_1.2 Exis_in 9 Mechanical Equioment Permit Schemes

11.2.1 Introduction

C "With the poeslble exception of New York i.y, no fully developed

permit schemes to control _echanleal equipment noise could be

found. However, a number of Jurisdictions have building related

noise control procedures and provlsio_s _hab provide insight into

the !mportanoe of specific legz! provisions and en/crcemen_ proo-

f!cos. These Juried!culons can, for the most par_ be divided

Into two categories:

Jurisdictions that have mechanical equipment noise related

provlsicns in _he!r local code or ordinance;

' Jurisdictions that have no spee!fi_ mechanical equipment

noise law provisions, bu= do have zolse control consider-

a=ions forming a par: of the building plans review process.

.o..ow..,_ sub-section discusses _hese Jurisdictions, and

Table 2_ su_arlzes choir noise "'._n_.-'._,.._r_vlsions.

i_.2.2 Jur!sdiezlo_s' _'_.... laws _on.--n...__ -=" _-- Mechanical. Ecuipmen=
_Ioise P_cvtsicns

" U..._WZU.tOCha_:er ., _Ioise Regula:ions, §_-_._Oo, makes ._" -_ _

:zerz:e _n': machinery, oc.Izm o...... '-- - _'_ _ -

-i21-
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apparatus so as to create any noise which would cause the noise

level at the property line of any property to exceed the ambient

noise level by more than five decibels. "Ambient noise shall mean

the all-encompassing noise associated with a given environment,

usually being a composite of sounds with many sources, near and

far." Finally, the build!hE official has broad powers to require

"plan@ and specifications to be prepared and desisned by an

engineer or architect," and to require associated computations

and othe_ data sufficient to show the correctness of the plahS.

Snf_mcement _m_e8

Zn Bevemly H_!Is, the building department interprets the legal

requ!2ements to mean that the ambient noise levels during the

quletesc perlod.oC the daz_(usual!y 2 am _o 5 am) should not be __X,_,_-

exceeded by _. The _ Is applicable _o each octave band as_,_._.w_e_._._-.__
well as .o the ove_a!l sound p_eseu_e level, and a report from _._

an acoustical engineer must be submitted demonstrating that the f_._ .

proposed building will comply wl_h the requirements, Suo_ re-

paD,s must be prepared for mos_ condominiums and apartments and

for oommefc!a! buildings _at will be adjacent or close to ree!-

dentla! areas. The building department can evlden_ly exercise

some Judgement in de_ermlning whether or no_ a re_ort is required.

Such Judgement is based on the likelihood t_a: meehanica! equip-

ment noise will cause problems.

Though t_e building department Inspects all bu_idlngs during con-

struction, it is not always possible for an !nspec_or to _e at

the site often enoug_ _o '--+ _+ a.. plans and.... y conformance wi:h _

epe_ifloatlons. Coneequen_!y, for .orcJe:_s in .am.......-,_cu_-_y noise

sensitive areas, or when a _rcjec= is ___e,y_'_" to resu!z in noise

-12_-
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problems, the building department has required builders to have

their work inspected periodically and reporued on by an accustl-

ca! engineer.

As a building is completed, the mechanical equipment is generally

started up, and the build!hE inspector can make a Judgement as to

whether the equipment seems excessively noisy. The department has

withheld occupancy peznnlts until noisy mechanical equipment was

adequately quieted.

If noise problems arise shortly after a bui!dlnE has been completed,

_he building departmsn_ will a$_emp_ to conmac_ the contractor,

builder, owner, acoustical engineer, and mthere who were involved

in _e project, and to encourage remedial ace!one. _f, however,

noise _r@b!ems arise ion8 after a buildlng is finished, _he origi-

nal "cash of characters" has usually dlsa_peared, and the oumren=

owner must be _ereuaded _o corre¢_ _be _rcblem. _n these la_er

cases, _he building deDartmen_ has found that corrective action

is often d!fficu!= to obtain, and tha_ _ursulng legal actlon (pro-

e_eu_!ng _hrough _he city a_zorney) Is generally too time osnsumlng

and is Judged nc_ worth _he effort.

A. Detailed adm.n.s_.a._;e requirements do not ....d _o be

s_eolfied in the law for Im_lementazicn cf an active

mechanical equipment noise control _rogram.

B. W!thheldlnS the occupancy germlt is an effective me_hod

C. Resolving - '..o.se _rmblems after issuance of _he occupancy

permi_ c_.. _e exzreme!y d..._cu...

-!2"-
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D. Not formulating specific guidelines for requ±rlng an _a_I

acoustical eng_.neer's report could, under some o:troum- _-_.__..._

stances, result in arbitrary Judgements cf when a report _'_

must be prepared.

•_rov:,s':,ona _.n r..,w

Chapter _i-97, Noise Conerc!, under _he Health Department nuisance

control ord_.nanoe, gives moun_Ing and ductlng o_. _-_r...u_..ment s for

mecbanloal equ_-;ment so _hat "excessive" vibra=ion Is prevented,

"no_.se nuisance" is eliminated, and "noise Dz'ansmlsslon" is re-

duced. These provisions are enforced by the Department of Licen-

ses and Znspeotlons.

infO2"earnsn: .=r_,,Cge,za

When building plans are ..v.ewed, t.he Department of Licenses and

_-nspeetions vez'!f!es that vibration. Iso!atlon is speolfled w_ez'e .;/._,,_;"_'__.'

It iS requiz'ed. Prw.mamily, however, for adequate noise con;.-'ol _._'/

a._chlteot who places a seal o_ t_e plans thus oer;Ifylng that the /

plans comply :with all ccde/crdlnance requirements,

Cone_u_on8

A. Subjective noise centre! -',,,_ *-_"°...U .......n_S in the law, and
4 ¢_q "4s_ec...¢a..on of design details for installation of moch-

a.nits! equZ;ment do not of themselves guarantee _ha=

_..eoha'n'-calequipment use and design •'w,.._be olcse!y

SO. %/t .... -. Sot =-_._o.e..o.a. noise _lans re-
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B. Speclficatlen of design details can tie the building

department to outdated technology. The building official

cannot be expected to keep abreast of all technological

advances in mechanical equipment design. Consequently,

if C_e law says that all alr-conditloning equipment must

be mounted on vibration isolating materials, he may feel

compelled to require vibration isolation, even though

improved designs may have reduced air-condltloner vlbra-

_ion to Insig_!fican_ levels.

Chapter 12, Code of _he City of Home:, §12.2, subsection I!

specifies, by frequency, maximum permissible sound pressure levels

fo_ electrical and mechanical noise produced in commercial/Indus-

trial zones. Sound pressume levels are to be measured "at the

properzy llne of the residen:ial _roperty concerned closest to

prGper_y upon whic_ the sound or noise is produced."

£nforc_me_: P_c_c_e.s

Meebanlcal equipment nclse requirements ars dezlt with only on

a cmmwlaint basis by t_e police. Plans revle,_y she bu..d.n_4 _ 4

!nspec:Io_ de_ar:ment d¢_._-nmt include an exzm.inatlon for memhanl-

ca! equipment n_Ise con:re! ;rcvislens.

Projects are,.however, reviewed for c_nformance with other noise

control requirements, and this review is divided into _hree

separate areas cf res_onslbi!ity. The City Planner reviews p!ais

for single family _ome deve!o_menus to determine whether the _r_-

posed !teas!on is exposed :o noise levels in excess of specified

m
n

-!2_-
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standards. The building inspection department reviews proposed

multi-family dwellings for adequate wall and floor-ceillng noise

ccntro! design, and inspects all buildings during construct!on

for conformance with the plans and specifications. Finally, the

City sends the plans for all commercial buildings to either ZCBO

(International Conferencm of Building Officials) or, recently, to

a private engineering firm. Por a Fee, these and similar organi-

zations review plans for conformance with state and local codes.

For Home=, these organizations review the commercial building

plane for adequate noise control in wall and floor-ceiling assem-

blies.

Con_Iwe_n_

A. Froperty line limits on mechanical equipment noise do

no= insure that mechanical equipment noise wi!. be con-

sldered at the design stage.

B. Any enforcement strategy for a mechanical equipmen_ per-

mi= scheme should recognize the possibility that several

different offices, in addition _c t_e building department,

m_y _ave to be coordinated to achieve maximum effective-

ness:

I. A planning department may wish _c utilize m=ohanica!

equ!pmen_ noise predlo:ions/meaauremen_a t_a_ could

resu!= from :be permit scheme. Mechanical equlpmen=

noise contributes =O "ambient" com.munl_y noise levels,

and these ccmauni=y noise levels may form a parm of

:he Informatlcn used for plannlng decisions.

2. Outside consul=ants/engineers who may review _!ans

for t_e jurisdiction must be awa_e of mec_anica!

equipment requirements and procedures. Some
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Jurisd!c%ions, especially those with small building

department s_affs, send out plans to such oonsul_Ing

firms or orEznlzatlons for review.

3. Police departments, or o_her departments, _hat respond

_o noise complaints should know of _he mechanical

equipment requirements so that complaints abouZ equip-

men_ noise from new buildings are coordlna_ed wi=h

_he build!n_ department.

(A!thou_h Miami has neither specific provisions ccntro!lin_ mech-

anical equlpmen_ noise nor noise related review of _rojects, it

_oes have noise control provlslons in its build!n_ code.) The

Miami _ui!d!n_ Co<e, Ar_Io!e XX_, _erformance s_andarda, sDeclf!es

_hat all uses in Eenera! o_mmercla!, commerclal, !i_h_ industrial,

_enera! industrial districts shall conform to s_und level limits

specified by frequency as measured a= the p_o_er_y llne. Addl-

t!O_a!ly, these _ses shall be SO constructed, m_Intalned a_d

operated so as not _o be InJurleus o_ offensive _o the occupants

of adJacen_ premlses by reason of the emission or creation of

noise.

_nfom_smen: Pm_c=_css

_mise is nc_ consilered at the _lans _evlew sta_e, and _he noise

con_o! _rovislons are dealt with on a complaint basis by _he

z=nlnE de_ar:.-..'ent.
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CondZus_on8

k. The Ci=y of Miami has unused, though somewhat !!l-defined,

auchori=y to enforce noise restrictions on mechanical

equipment constructed and used in the identified dis-

trlcts. Other Jurisdictions having similar restrictions

on the use of mechanical equipment (see Beverly Hills,

Chicago and Table 2_) or even less well defined re-

strictions on noise from buildings (see Massachusetts

and Table 24) have developed and implemented p.!ans re-

viewo_ams for control of mechanical equipment noise.

B. Obviously, any model permit scheme must include an assc-

clawed set of enforcement practices (an enforcement stra-

tegy); putting the appropriate language into law may, for

many Jurisdictions, not be enough to insure development

of a worming, effective program to control mechanical

equipment noise.

Section 18-19 of :he Code of Ordinance of the City of New Haven

provides that opera:ion of any air-conditlcning or mechanical

equipment so as to cause excessive noise is unlawful. _n an

area zoned residential, noise is excessive only if zhe sound

level exceeds _5 dBA as measured on the property line. In an

area zoned indus=rim!, noise is excessive if the sound level ex-

ceeds 80 dBA _h the prcper_y line. _f air-condlt!oning or mech-

anical ecuipm_nt is found tc ,_ _ _°. _.o.a.. the ordinance, =_e equip-

men= shall not _e operated unless :he proper ccrrectlons have

_een made and approved _y :he Bu,.d.ng Department. The Building

Depar_men_ (or o_her munlmipa! departments) "shall be empowered

tO enforce _he "_='_....... one of such ordinance."
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En/o_cemen: P_cc_ces

There is no enfcrcemen= of the ordinance a= plane review, during

construe=ion, or prior to issuance of occupancy permits. The

Buildin_ Department staff has a==emp=ed to enforce the ordinance

in response to complaints, including taking of Cendere to oour=.

Bu= due to lack of training in _he use of nolee measurement

equlpment and in noise law enforcement, prosecu=Ion of viclatlons

was _erminated.

COn_us_on_

_f a new law requires enforcement _echnlquee or measuremen= prc-

cedu/'ee tha_ differ eub stan_ial!y from exist!n8 _echniquee and

procedures, _he people who will be responsible for enfore_men=

of _he law mus_ receive adequate =raining in those techniques

an_ procedures.

Provisions _a f._

Sect!on C_6-120_.3 of the Buildin_ Code of the City of New York

sDec!fiee tha_ mechanical equipmen_ s_aces shall no= be ventila=ed

_hrough openings into yards or courts where _'_.._.ng quarter win-

dows open unless such openings have sound a_tenuatlng devices to

limit =he nclee =ranemizZed :o NC-3_ (noise criterion) inside

an open window of :he expoeed dwe._.n_ uni=s. For mechanical

equ!_men_ !oca:ed cubs!de a building, maximum - _ _ _pe.m_ss.b., sound

;ow_m levels are specified by frequency. These maximum levels
m_ _ 4 4
-_ply when one'or more windows of a res.den__a_ dwellln_ is lo-

ca=ed • _ w__.= ..... !0O _ _ . ..e_t of _he ecui=_e_t. The maximum permleelble

sound _ower levels depend _pon _he diszance from =he window =o

-q.._.,e .... The sound 9o_ levels need no= be used if =he

-!S0-
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octave-band sound _ssu_e levels measured within the dwelling

do not exceed spot!fled maximums• Though not clearly stated in

the code, it is apparent tha_ when sound pQwe_ data are not avail-

able, the maximum sound preasw_e levels apply.

Additionally, Local Law _o. 57, the Noise Control Code, Section

1403.3&5.13, Circulation Devices, sta_es that no person shall

operate a circulation device not subject to Title C, Chapter 26

(see above), so as to create a sound level in excess of _5 dB(A)

as measured inside the dwelling unit affected. Measurements are

made in a llne with, and three feet from an open portion of the

window nearest the exterior face of _he circulation device. C..

oula_ion devices circulate a gas or fluid and include, bu: are

no_ limited to any air-conditioner, pump, cooling tower, fan or

blower.

_n_oreemenc PraocY_e8

A_ the _!me _he City adopted _he code, in 1970, i_ also contracted

an acoustical consulting firm to provide enforcement training

for plan examiners and building inspectors. General training in

acoustics was given _o 30 City officials, and !i of these 30

received sceclallzed :ra!nin= 4_ _• _ ... ,..ld measurement procedures.

Thus, bui!_ing de_ar_men_ personnel knew wha_,:o look for when

examining _l_ne =riot tc issuing bu..d-n_ permlzs and when In-

specting new buildlngs both during conecruotlon and prior _o

_Q _ - ..... conditions indicaue that..su-n_ occupancy permi:s. _ "

:_e Installed ccnszruczlcn or o_'_- -._-_men. does no_ _eet :he noise

control .Prescribed in [the code] .,, "bu._d_.,__- personnel were

trained and equi_=ed to make the necessary field tests.

-l_l-
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"in the event a construct!on or noise source fails to

meet the building code nclse control requiremen_ in a field
test, the inspector will place a violation agalns_ the
building. The archltec: or owner may then engage _he
services of an acoustical consultant to conduct tests

to de_ermlne Dhe responsibiliDy for _he failure or to
challenge The violation, if a violation exists, corrective
work must follow before the CerTificate of Occupancy is
awarded. ,,2_

Zt wo'uld seem, _hen, That in 1970, New York City had all _he in-

gredlente necessary to make the noise control provisions of its

building code effective. The code contained specific objective

standards, based on current engineering practice. Measurement

pmooedu2es had been developed for verification of compliance, and

buildin_ demartmen_ personnel were :rained in these procedures.

Finally, plan examiners and building !nsReo_ors had been :rained

in :he code requ!remen=s, and presumably knew wha_ _he!r respon-

sibilities were with respect :o _hese requirements.

Since New York City had a seemingly sZrcng foundation aT _he

_.o_._m s oc_=encemenT, the cur_en_ sza_us of zhe 9rogram may p_c-

vide inslghT !nzo what .n_..d__n_s are imporTanT if a mechanic:!

equipment _ermIT scheme is _o be effective.

_ased on conversations wizh _o,o-_" _' _-_ _-C...C.= ..... :he Ci=y'

.u-.d-o._ de_ar_en:, one Zusz ....o_ude :hat _he _ _,,o.se control

_ovlslons of the code are now = '' _"_ssen..a.._ non-func=iona!.

Because the b,u_.d.n_ department was so overlo%d_d w!_h responsi-

_.-.:..s, -.eh-.-c_. and engineers found _haz ob'=_-_--_ :he

: --z3_-
1
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necessary - _ 4-_e.m_.s was excessively Time-consuming. In an effort

To speed the process, local architects and engineers applied for,

and received, permission To assume responsibility aT the design

stage for conformance with all code requirements except those

t_at apply To safety, egress and zoning. Thus, up to the time

of final plans examination, the licensed architect or engineer

has sole responsibility for designing'to comply with the noise

oon=_o! provlslons. A_ final plans examination, the complete

final d_awin_s are reviewed by the building depar_menb, but this

examlna_Ion deals primarily wibh the major items of safetY, egress

and zoning. Thus, noise control design is often never reviewed

by City officials.

But aside from these problems of an overloaded building depart.-

ment, ;he enfcrcemen; procedures had several other short.comings

w!t'_ respect To the mechanical equipment requirements. The sound

p_s_. level requirements proved unworkable. Most manufacturers

do no_ supply sound power level da;a for the lar_er equipment

typically ,'sod in ...ult..le family dwellings; _his e_ulpment is

too large to be measured using approved procedures. Consequently,

.u-,d_..g d_.-ar-men-., had _o r_v...._^-_..zrcof of conformance on

the a!_ernaTive maximum permissible sound p._essur, e levels w!Z.hln

near_.y dwelllngs. But •o_ '-c..ermin..._ these levels was tlme-consuming,

_'.d required costly equipment and trained personnel Over _.he

:.'ears, :he measurement equlpmen: has n_ been ............ed, and the

people who were trained in 1970 have disappeared ....ouch ncr..-.a!

personnel "urnover. The department now assumes that new mec._an-

..a. cede noise =rovisions unless ¢om-e..',......-n.-eonf._rms -o ...

-.lain- e arise "-e- '."-_-z... Ins-aila_ion and use. _.....,compl-lnts occur,

-_o.....=....... g "/e._ar-..-.en:refers :hem - the '-"'_.ng owner. .r".

ao ..... : is c,___ni...,--_-=_ _n° .... _-ng department will,. O,'_t, ......

-!33-
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"order" =he building owner to have noise measuremen:s made• Com-

_!aints have been sporadic and are handled separately by the five

differen_ borroughs_ consequently, there is me collected Informa-

tion on hew complaints are finally resolved.

A. An overloaded building degar_men_ may deleEate and/or

ignore building code requirements thought to be of minor

importance.

Know..d__ of ccmp!ex procedures assec!a:ed with low pr_-

orlty code requirements is no: easily passed on from one

_ene ..... n of building inspectors to the nex_

C. Without some change in the sound power level de_ermina-

tlen procedures (ASHRAE :;o. 3_-62) tna: were available

when t_e New York Code was written, use of maximum per-

missible sound power levels _ay prove un_vcrkable. An
• _4 _4 4

alternatiTe approach would be for a Ju..s_.ct_on uo es-

_ablls_ its own procedures for dece.m.,,=..on of sound

power •levels, and ---, _ -_ " " - of.._..e ......u.ao.ure, s mechanical

equ!_men: :o pr_'¢!de sound _" _- level da=a as a con-
_4

did.on for use/sale _n' that jur!sd!ctlon.

adm.n.s_e..ngD. One person alone should be res_cnslble for 4 _ . .J

:!.n_ n:Ise control _equ!remen:s, and ad-4-_s_e" _4.-_ these

r_ulremsnza should be erie of h/s/her ?r_mar_ resvons!-

_ ..n...s.o,. may no_ follow directly

from ,_he speoif!o problems discussed above, i: arises

.. al_ .=rm_iems .--=...... s_de.._ ":_o'-_-. When :he noise

• - r_szc_s'_i_,-v ,. , lmSS:_n:rcl :rogrz= is _ ;ri:ary . . ....... . , .. .S ..

..... _o. Of other, more pressing,

.capons ........ s. Un..o ......y Of plans = _- ''
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building Inspec:ion is more likely, and complaints will

be dealt wi:h in a consls_ent manner. This one person

will know _he procedures, and could see that new person-

nel receive adequate instruction.

Pmou48_ons 4n _w

Chapter V_! of the Municipal Code (Police Code), Part I_, Article

29, Regula:Ion of Noise, Section 2909 specifies maximum permitted

A-weIEh_ed sound levels for fixed sources as measured a_ _he pro-

per_y llne of the receiving land use. Fixed sources include, bu_

are no_ limited _c, indus:tie! and commercial process machinery

and equlpmen:, pumps, fans, a!r-cond!tionlng apparatus, or refrlg-

eras!on machines.

_afome,msn= Pm_c_es

When a_ply!ng for a buildin_ _erm!_, the applicant tee!eves a

co_y of _he noise ordinance, and musZ certify _ha_ he undemsta_ds

th_s a_n_ all o_her iesz! requlremen=s imposed by :he City. The

appl!can_ is _hus held res_cns!b!s, bo_h before and after receipt

Of _he occupancy permi:, for :he conformance of the building wi_h /_

all ._gu_.e_en_s. Af:e. _he occupancy pe.m-, has be-n .ssued,_ -- _ _

bowers°, .. an_ i:ems c_ noncomp..ance a.. .ound, .equir.ng the_
k

a_l.can. =o c...ec: _h_se ._ems proves, .n przc..u., _o be ex-

_Deme!F d!ffiou!_. The Ci=F does no_ review _be plans to deter-

mine _oten_!al mechanical equ!_men_ noise problems.

Mechanical equipment noise is also dealt with Dy respond!hE _c

oom_!a!n:s. Since 19?2, some 3000 noise-related complainzs have

_een _ecelved, and an es:ima_ed _0_ of :hess concern

-13._-
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air-conditioner noise. Most air-conditioner relaued complaints

involve old/poorly maintained equipment.

Co._Z_sions

A simple procedure (certifying knowledge of nclse control require-

merits) may theoretically help fix responsibility for compliance

with mechanical equipment noise requirements. In practice; how-

ever, once the occupancy permi_ has been issued, enforcing this

responslbili_y for a building that is found not in conformance

may be difficult. ;Cot only can _he defendant use numerous delay-

In_ _actics, buC It may be difflcul_, If not impossible, to iden-

tify and locate _he o_Iglna! ownere/permlt applicant.

!!.2.3 Jurisdictions wlth no Soeelfle Provisions for Mechanical
Emulpmene Noise| bu_ ''L_..Noise Conslderat.ions as Par_
q,f toe, Plans Revie W Process

_1.2.$._ fR_ea_o t IZ_no_a

Chapter !?, _he Chicago Environmental Con:to! Ordinance,. s,ec....s-'_

maximum sound pressure levels by octave band, a_ zmnlng d_st..o.

and/mr Io_ boundaries. This chapter also gives the Commissioner

of Environmental Con .... authori=y "to examine and approve the

e_._ ......t device_,

furnaces ... and noise control devices _ns_a!le_, constructed,

.u_l._.,_ ... _o assurereoonstruc=ed, repaired, or added to any _ _ _

aco ........Zhat _hey are'In _-_''_ with _he -o "_-_ "..q .... men.s of _his e_ap-

_e_ ...)".

-!_. _.
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_nforeeme.: Pr=_g_es

The Depar:ment of Environmental Control (DEC) presently has two

employees working full time in the building department office,

These two people review all plans to determine compliance with

the environmental control ordinance. If either of these two

DEC personnel decides tha: the plans indicate tha_ a building may

cause environmental noise problems, the plans are sent to the

DEC offices fo_ closer scrutiny. Generally, two basic oriberla

are used to identify potential noise problems: building plans

need more detailed study if (a) the building volume is greater

than 500,000 cubic feet; Or if (b) fans capable of delivering

more _han 2000 elm will be used. Additionally, the _wo D_C

employees aYe familiar enough with the noise control parameters

to devla_e somewhat from these criteria, as when a smaller build-

ing will be located in an especially noise-sensitive area, or

when a building that exceeds the criteria will be built in an

area :hat is solely industrial.

Once _he plans of potential problem buildings have been senb :o
[

DEC, more information is required from :he architect/engineer.

DEC must know who: types of equigment will _e used (by make and

model), what the sound power levels of this equipment are, who:

noise control devices or designs will be used, and who: the

sound pressur_ levels will be a: :he prcper_y line. Usually,

t_e mechanical engineer working on :he proJec: prepares _his

informal!on. DEC checks _he oa!cu!a_Ions, and spot checks the

sound power levels with manufacturers' data. If all is reasonable,
•° .

:_" :_c- i& given "envlrcnmenzal amDroval." DgC has been -_-

•:COW!hE about 5C :c 6_ plans per Fear.

-I_T-
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AS with the New York City department of buildings, Chicago DEC

has found that no sound power level data are available for large

equipment. _n these cases, DEC requires that the owner submit a

letter stating that any equipment installed will comply with the

maximum permissible sound pressure levels, and if it does not

comD!y, noise contro_ will he used. DEC policy is to assume that

the owner will be responsible for corrective measures.

Once plans are approved, the build!hE department inspectors insure

:hat the specified equipment is, in fact, installed. (DEC Indi-

cated, however, that coordination with _he buil_Ing department was _/ (

a major problem at prosram inception.) After construction, DEC /_,_
_as spo_ o_ecked wish noise measurements and found no instances

cf nmn-ocm_l!anoe. DEC also handles noise complaints, and though

ma_y o_ =he complaints concern a_r-cond!t!oner or mechanical equip-

ment noise, they have no= received any complaints about !ar_e

equipment since the program besan.

Con_as_Gn_

A. Res_onslbi!ity for building norse control requiremen=s

can be located ours!de the bu!idln_ departmen=, but co-

ordination may be facilitated if the program is kept

entirely within the building department.

B. A screening _rocedur_ can be used tc _eduoe work, bo=h

for designer and for Inspector, _y .dent._y.n_ projects

=_at require de:a--_d noise analysis.

C. The wrob!em of equ±pmen_ sound power levels must be re-

solved if all si:e !nsta!la=!ons are _o be 4eal= wi:h

quans._a_._ely at :he des!_--n,stage and uniformly a_

the construction sta_e. Without some quantlta_ive data

on !ar_e equipment, compliance cannot be determined

prlcr :_ _- " _i .. of .a... use :he equipment
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ZZ.2.8.2 M_ss.oe_use_=_

P._ou'_sions Y,, r,,u

Regu!a;!on i0, Noise. of Resu!ations for the Control of Air Pol-

iu_ion prohibits unnecessary emissions from a source of sound

:hat may cause noise. Noise means sound of sufficient intensity

and/or duration as _o cause or contribute to a condition of air

pollution. Air pollution means the presence of one or more air

contamlnan_s in such concen_ratlons and of such duration as to

cause a nuisance, be injurious, or unreasonably interfere with

the enjoyment of llfe and .oroperty. Air contaminant means,

among other things, sound. Emission means any discharge or re-

lease of an air contaminant,

_nfo==aman_ Pr==_-'=a8

Noise souDces that are proDosed to be built or modified must sub-

.m!t noise data to :he Department of Environmental Quality Engl-

needing. These noise data are _o show, at _he proper_y line and

a_ _he neamesZ inhabited residences: a) the lowes_ "ambient"

i sound levels durinE the o.=erating hours of the noise source; b)

zhe measured sound levels of _he noise source prior to modlfioa-

:Ion (If a;prc_riate); c) the ca!cula_ed sound levels t_at will

occur during the operating hours of the noise source due _o the

..nod!flcation of -h._ noise source. Ap_rova! for "._e modification

or construction off =he noise source is granted if :he modified

or new noise source does not "increase _he broad band noise level

in excess of.1O d._(A) above ambient or 9rodume a pure tone con-

_-i=Ion. "
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The Department cannot be certain that it receives noise data for

all proposed modiflca_ions to noise sources or for all proposed

new noise sources. !b is possible f0P new buildings to be con-

sTrue_ed without receiving approval from the Department. The

DeparTment also enforces air quali_y requirements for proposed

projects, and can thus require noise da_a for these projects.

Bu_ not all projects need File for air quality approval.

The Department also responds to complaints, and has received com-

i plaints abou_ mechanical equ!pmen_ noise from newly constructed

buildings.

¢ onaZua_ons

A. Lack of objective r_strlctlons (i.e., sound level limlts)

in _he law did not preclude the use of such restric_Ions.

B. Though the law does not specIflca_!y identify mechanical

equipment, enfqrcement practices result in restrictions

on mechanical equipment noise.

C. A mechanical equipment permit scheme should be enforced

in such a way tha_ _he probability of identifying _!i

potential offenders is high; new buildings containing

mechanical equipment s_ou!d not "slip by" Into the con-

stmuot!cn phase without review.

_Z._.3.3 Sun D_eqo, C=Z_:o_n_=

?Pov_a_ona £n.L:u

Primarily, San Diego enforces Callf_rniz Ad=izi_:raelve Cede

(7AC), Ti_!e 25, "_!olse inau!acion 2:andards." However, thi_

enforcemen_ has been made possible in par_ by San Diego Municipal

-IUO-
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Code, Article 9.5, Noise Abatement and Control. This code

es_ab!ishes the office of the Noise Abatement and Control Admin-

istrator within the Building inspection Department, gives the

Administrator broad powers te control noise, requires developmen_

of noise level contours for the city, and sets maximum perm!sslb!e

sound levels by land use zones.

• nfomeemen: P_ce_es

There are no nolse.relaCed restrictions placed on mechanical

equipment at plans review, and noisy mechanical equipment is dealt

wi=_ in response to complaints.

San Diego does have, however, a well-developed procedure for

enforcement of CAC Title _. P_Imary emphasis is on insuring

adequate ou=door-_o-indoor noise reduction in new multi-family

dwel!In_e, wi_b secondary efforts directed at insurln_ the use cf

approved par_y wall, and flomr-eeillng constructions in _hese

buildings.

_4_ MAll mu!., fam.ly project plans are reviewed to dezerm!ne _he lo-

...a_.ze _o ...e Ci=y's noise level contours,ca_io_ of _he project _ _ _

and to verify _he use of _he approved partition constructions.

_f the proJe¢_ is !coated in specified high noise areas, the

_ui!ding permiz applicant is notified that he musz have an

"aeouszlcal analysis re_cr:" prepared _y a "regls_ered acoustical

consu!_n_." (The _uilding inspection Depar_men_ furnishes a

!is_ of accuse!ca! ecn_u!_ants t_a_ have prepared adequate re-

ports iz the _as_.) The acoustical analysis re_or_ must be sub-

mitred, _e alequate!y dccuzenzed, and show :haz inner!or noise

levels will no_ exceed ,_ s_and ..... The Bui!dln_ inspection

Depar_men_ spc: checks the calculations, and from time to time

-l_l-
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conduczs simulzaneous ouzdccr-indoor noise measurements on build-

ings in high noise areas _o verify adequate reduction of outdoor

noise.

C on=_ua_ons

A. A single person in the B_ildlng _nspection Department,

_he Noise Abatement and Control Administrator, is respon-

sible for all _he City's noise control efforts. 5oqatlng

_his person in the building department facilitates _he

coordination of building inspection and plans review;

tKe building inspectors are kept aware of _e Important,

nolse related detai!_ that mush be inspected during

construction.

B. Since all noise complaints are directed to the Noise

Abatement and Con_rml Administrator, he will be kept

awame of not only t_e major noise problems in the city,

but be-s_ou!d be able to Judge _he effectiveness Of the

plans ..t..w/bu..d.n_ inspection noise centre! prcErzln.

C. Acoustical exDer_ise (the "_ _ - -.eg.s_e. ed aoou_t!cal con-

e_itan:") is Incorporated into the _ "_bu.le.ng design pro-

cess aece_dlng _o specific e._....a"_"_-_(w_en a proposed

mul_i-fami!y dwelling is located in an Identified _ig_

noise area).

D. A _ ,_'_-_ :' ' _mu ...... mi._ dwe___n_ plans are reviewed by _he Noise

Aba_ement and Control Adm!nis_ra_or. Thus, no new multi-

family _ui!ding '_ __.i- be built without a "" _"..v_.w of its

4 _4 _
spee..., noise con_ro! design,

-1"2-
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II.2.3.4 Y_ruick_ Rhode Island

Provisions in _w

Section 8.4.9 of the city zoning ordinance specifies maximum

permissible sound pressure levels by frequency for Light indus-

:rla! and for Heavy indus=rial districts. For Light Industrial

Districts, noise measurements are made on any property line of

the tract on which the industrial operation is located. For

Heavy Industrial Districts, noise measurements are made at the

nearest Heavy Industrial D!szrict boundary llne.

_nfo_emea= Pr=_=i_e_

For apartments and for industrial buildings, the designer/engineer

develops a _lan that shows property line noise levels, and this

plan is submitted at the time of a_p!Ica=ion for a building per-

mit. The building department compares the submitted property"

line noise levels with the !imi_s specified in the ordinance.

Re noise related complaints have been received cn buildings built

to comply wlt_ the limits specified in the ordinance.

Am ordinance wi_h only property line sound pressure level limits

has given rise to a plans review procedure tha= includes noise

ccn_rc! censlder_Ione for mechanical equipment.

II.3 £valuatimn of Alternative Mechanical Eouioment Permit
Schemes.

_1.3.I Introduction

This sub-section evaluates _he permit scheme components, tha_

is, _he legal provisions and :he e_forcement strategies, ¢_ac
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were presented in the proceeding sub-sections. (Recall tha_ an

enforcement strategy is composed of many separate enforcement

practices.) First, _he legal provisions are evaluated by com-

paring the restr!ct£ons that the laws place on noise with the

restrictions as they are actually enforced. Such a comparison

of provisions in law vs. de f_e_o provisions indicates how im-

por=an_ the specific provls!cns in the law are for development

of a perm!= scheme; Second, the enforcement practices tha= seem

to oon=ribute most to the effectlveness of an enforcement stra-

teEy are identified and rated, not only in terms of _heir con-

...bu..on ta the strateEy's effectiveness, bu_ also in terms of

their feasib!li=y and enforcement costs. Such an evaluation helps

more clearly identify the importance of indlvidual enforcement

prac=!ces in an overall enforcement strategy.

11.3.2 Provisions in Law Commared wi_h De F_e=o _rov!sions

Table 2_ summarizes, by Jurisdiction, the provisions in the law

(columns labeled "L") and the de #ae=o provisions (columns labeled

"D"). The table also sum.marizes the types of buildings =o which

the provisions apply, and notes if mechanical equipment noise is

dealt with onZy in response to complaints.

Generally, t_e provisions may be thought of as res=rictlng mum-

d=cr noise levels in some way. The res:rictions may app!y spe-

cif!=a!!y =o the noise produced by mechanical equipment or more

_enerail7 t_ any outdoor noise, if the restrictions apgly _o

mechani=al equipment, _hey may apply to the !nstallatlcn/construo-

=i_n of t_o eg'ul;=en=, or :s =he u_e of such equipment. Res=ric-

tlons cn !nszallati=n/censt_uc=Ion include performance standards

such as maximum scun_ power/pressure level limi=s, design specl-

ficazicns such as required use of vibration iso!a=Ion o_ minimum
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duc_ s..e,_ or subjective res_rlctic_s such as a prohibition

against unnecessary noise. The only type of mechanical equlpmen_

use reszrlcticns found are objective ones (sound level limits).

Zf the restr_c=ions do no_ apply specifically _c mechanical equip-

menE, $hey are either zoning-tyre (sound level limits specified

a: property lines by land-use) or subjective.

Zn practice, the most effective type of restrict!on for mechanical

equipment noise is a performance standard enforced on Ins_a!la_ion

of equipmen_ (i.e., a_ plans review and during building construc-

t!on). _uch a s_andard specifies, for example, sound level llmi_s

a_ a particular receiver loca_ion. The ultimate objective of the

permit scheme is to con_ro! the sound level that people will be

exposed _o, and the performance standard (if enforced) can do'Just

Which Jur!sdlc_Icn_ have enforced a de ;_.o"_ performance standard,

and w_at are _he provisions :ha_ chose jurisdictions have in _heir

laws? Six Jurisdlc_ions have d_ f_e:o performance standards en-

forced on equlpmen: !ns:a!!a=Ion. Of _hese six,. one (Massachu-

setts) has in its law only a subjective res:r±c_ion that is no_

even specific _o mechanical equipment, _wo (Warwick, Chicago)

_ave zoning-type restrictions no_ specific _o mechanical equip-

_en_, two (San Francisco, _everly _*_ _ have objective "_ _ -

:Ions on zechanlca! equl;=en: use, and one (New York C._y) has

performance standards :hat app!:: _o ins:a!!a_ion of mec..an_.al

equlpmen:.

......_-_- _h!s ccm{&riscn,. ..'-,-'=u...e...ab'-_-_ le "n_:._-enforcemen_ of per-

-_=_ review can occur for widely differingfor_ance s:andards a: _....s

_°OV.S .... S in _he _=' ' -._w, _: ne_ necessary, empirically, _o have

I
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specific performance standards, applicable to equipment Installa-

tion, written into the law. There_gre, It,mus_ be concluded that . _y

she provisions in =he law as Iden_o_ play a par-> C<_k_

tioul !yi portantrole  eter i Ingtheo fcrcomen= racti es4'/C-' '

However, i: should no_ be concluded tha_ any and all prWvlsions _m_,

a_e _-_!mpor:a_:. _ll _!_ Ju_isdio:Io_s mentione_ do have a _o!_e_

dorelated provision in the law and, except for Massachusetts,

have ah_ee:_e sound level limits in the law. Additionally, ex-

cept again fo_ Massachusetts, it is believed :ha: t_e laws of

these jurlsd!o_ions provide broad s_atutory authority to the

responsible offloe (building department, health leper:men:, depart-

ment of environmental conservation, e_o.) to require from permi_

applicants any reports, plans, s_ecifioat!ons, compute:ions deemed

necessary to insure compliance with the laws of that Jurisdiction.

Thus, two _eneral provisions can be ten_atively identified as

playing _n Importan_ role in development of an effective permit

scheme to control mechanical equipment noise: an objective re-

striction on outdoor noise, and broad authority to reques_ In-

formation from permi_ applicants. The exact form of the objec-

tive restriction is unimportant; it may apply to either the use

:r the !nstalla=lon/oons_ruction of mechanical equipment, or i=

can be a _enera! ccnlng-type se_ of e_und level limits without

specific reference to mechanical equipment. This objective re-

strictlan can be used _o set the performance standards for

mechanical equipment noise.

AS :he next sub-sect!on will demons:re:e, effective enforcemen_

practices depend largely upon a building deparZmen_'s ability

(or the a_illuy of :he responsible office) to reques_ certain

-l_-
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information from permi_ applicants. Thus, if the permit scheme

is to effectively control mechanical equipment noise, _he other

important provision, :he authority to request information, must

be present in the law. it is believed that this authority al-

ready exists in the building departments of most jurisdictions

in the U.£.

Thus, these two provisions form _he necessary legal framework for

development of the effective mechanical equipment permlt scheme.

The remaining question is: What enforcement strategy should be

implemented to form the complete, and most effective permit

scheme? The _ext sub-section presents an answe_ to _his quest!on.

11.3.3 Enforcement Strategies

The enforcement strate_j evaluation presented here is based on

Judgments of enforcement pDzmtice effectiveness. A given enforce-

memb praczloe increases or cont_ibu_es to an enforcement strEtegy's

effectiveness if it is Judged to increase the probabi!i_y t_a_

meobanlca! equipment noise will be controlled to some given

performance standard. _y examining both _he enforcement _rac_Ices

of the Jurisdictions (identified in Section !!._) and the asso-

ciated conclusions, !_ is possible to identify at least nine

_ractices t_at increase the effectiveness of any enforcement stra-

tegy designed _o con:to! mechanical equipment noise. This sub-

section first lists these practices, :hen rates each one on _he

basis of effec:iveness, feasibility, and enforcement costs, them,

usin_ :hose _a_ings, evaluates the enforcement szra:eg!es of _he

identified ':_r!sdi:z!_n.

: -!aT-
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_.3._._ !den:_d _nforeemen: Practices

The fel!cwing are the enforcement prac=ices that, whe_ preeen: in

an enforcement strategy, should increase the effectiveness of :he

s=rate_y, and :haG, when absent will result in a less effective

strategy.

i. 4 _Z applicable building plans are reviewed for mechani-

cal equipment noise.

_. T_e permi= applicant must hire an "expert" to prepare an

acoustical analysis.

/2a. Technical information needed for preparation of the

acous=ical ana!_sis is readily available.

2b. Acous:ica! analysis methods are standardized.

3. An "expert" is required to cer:ify tha: :be building

plans comply with the mechanical equipment noise con=to!

requi_emen:s.

a. The "exper:" _ecomes Involved in :he _roJec= only under

_escri_ed circumstances.

5. _espcmsible official ocoaslonali_ performs a final,

_ost construct!on check cf mechanical equipment noise.

5a. The final check requires use of noise measuring equip-

_. The _ffice :ha: enforces the mechanical equipmen= noise

restric:!cns at :_e plans review stage also responds to

oompbain:s about =echanioa! equi;ment n_!se.

o
M
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_.Z.3.2 Rcc_a o_ En_or, eeme_c Pr_C_ces

Numerical ratings presented in Table 25 are based on the relative

_..ec. each practice will have on enforcement strateEy effective-

ness, feasibility and enforcement costs. Ratings are presented

for both the presence and the absence of each practice in an en-

forcement strategy. These ratings are based on the following

Euide!ines.

!ffe_iuenese

All Identified prac=ioes !no.ease effectiveness if present in

a pemm!_ scheme, and either _ecrease or do no_ change effective-

ness if absent. The more a practice increases effectiveness, the

hi_her the num_rloal ratin_ on a scale of 1 _o 4, If_ when a

practice is absent, it does not decrease effectiveness, It is

rate_ as zer_ (0). 9_en absent, the mere the enforcement stra-

te_y's effectiveness iS reduced, the more negative the numerical

r_t!ng (-1 or -Z).

. . _.as_.i..._ =f _ .. enforcement _rac:ice is :.a_ed by Jud_-n_

.... c_ the ocerations of a bulldinghow _uch :ha_ praczlce would =_ "

_e_ar:_en= in a "typical" -_ '" _ "Ju..sa.c..c.. if th_ build!no depar_-

en.c_..me.._ e=rate_y eontalninE that practice.

tempt, whatsoever to contrn! meo,.a.._c_.__ _ equlpme=_ noise a: =he

_!ans --'_-,.__.__ sca_e. This ._p.cz. Jurisdiction is also ass_ed

:o have --= necessary ;r:':isions in its law (st%Outcry a_.ho...y

:: -- ',_-= _.__d-.._ plans and

c,_ec:_ve -.. see l_ 3._), and _=

' e...o.......n_ _hathave some es:a_!Isned system of building code .r ._=

:;sra:es ....._'°''" _- all .._ /....... /.._ ..... , e_c. bu.°d-n_s.

i__
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TABLE 25

Enforcement Practice Ratings

Rating"

Present Absent

EnforcementPractice E F C E F C

I. All plans rev.lewed 2 0 2 -I 0 t

2. Annly_Is requlred & -3 & -2 0 0

2_. Inform=ion available 3 i 0 -2 -I 2

2b. Analysi_ sc_ndardlzed I I 0 -L -l l

3. _r_ _rC_fl.s 2 0 0 0 0 0
I

4. Expert Involvemen= prescribed I 0 l ( -I 0 2

5. O=c_sional final chuck 2 -2 l I¢_ 0 0 0

5a. F_nal che_k r_quira_ equipmenc 2 -3 3 _'_ 0 0 0
|

F " Feasibility .'aclng

C - _o_ racin_

-1_0-
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A feaslbi!i:y ra_ing of zero (0) is given if _he p#ese_e of an

enforcement practice is Judged to require little or no change in

the existing, building code enforcement system. Naturally, for

all bu_ two of the identified enforcement practices, their

_bse_ce receives a zero feasibility rating since absence implies

no change is needed in the current enforcement system. Only 2a

and 2b (information needed for, and s_andardlzed methods for the

acoustical analysis) are given negative feasibility ratings when

absent since, if an acoustical analyslsls required, their absence

will creaZe additional work for those officials who must review

the accuse!ca! analyses. (Conversely, the presence of 2a and 2b

receive positive feasibility ratings.) Negative _easibillty

ratings are also given when the presence of a given enfomoemen_

practice in _he adopoed enforcement strategy means that someone

in the bui!_!ng department must learn procedures _hat differ sub-

stanm!al!y Trmm current procedures.

Ces#_

Coe_s are ra_ed by estima_!n$ how much the presence or absence

of Zhe identified p_actioes in an enforcemen_ strategy will

increase the enforcement costs of the responsible department.

These ra:Ings are _ased on subjective Judgments, and should be

regarded only as indicators of relative costs. For example, the

highes: cost racing is _, is given to :he enforcement practice of

requiring an acoustical analysis, and indicates cn!y that the

inclusion of this practice in _n enforcement strategy could In-

crease the costs of that enforcement strategy more than wcu!d the

...c.us_o.. _. "t'.e . .- . 5ut _" wo,l!d he !ncorrec_

t3 assu_e :ha: a cos: ratlzg of _ ceans :ha: :he ra_ed prac:ice

is twice as costly as One wi:h a rating of 2. Ra_her, the

razing i_dlcates costs substanzia!!y higher _han the costs assc-

cloned wlzh 2.

-151-
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Using these Eeneral guidelines, the enforcement practice ratings

are presen_e_ in Table 25, and resultant evaluations of enforce-

men_ strategies are presented in Table 26. Examination of Table

26 shows tha_ some Jurlsdic_Icns have fairly effective enforce-

ment s_rategles, and pay a fairly high price; others pay a low

price and have relatively ineffective programs, and one (Massa-

chusetts) has a fairly costly program with almost no effectiveness.

Obviously, these enforcement praotloes could be combined in

numerous enforcement s_rategies, and the reader may wish to try

a few combinations. However, a single recommended enforcemen_

s_ra_egy is shown, and _his strategy is discussed in the nex_

sub-see:ion.

71.4 Recommended Permit Scheme for Ccntrm_ of Mechanical £cu!o-
merit Noise

ll._.l F_gZ_sions.ln Law

A. S_a_uscry authority for _he ap_roprla_e office _0 require

submission of per:inch= data, calculations, re_crts,

etc. chat it deems necessary for demonsuratlng compliance

of proposed buildings wi_h all laws of _he jurlsd!eticn.

B. Objective _es:ric:ions on outdoor noise, such as sound

level llmi:s s_ecif!ed by !and use ca:egorles as measured

a: procer:y lines.

l!._.2 Enforcement.Strategies

The reccr._en_d enforcement s_ra_egy is evaluated in Table 2_.

This s_ra:egy includes mesz of :he identified enforcement _rac-

:ices. S_ec!flca!ly, the enfcrcemenz szra_egy must _e implemented

in suc_ a way :ha= all relevant plans are reviewed for compliance
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wi_h the ohJeotlve rescrloticns on outdoor noise (enforcement

practice l). Such a thorough review probably means that either

the building department is given responsibi!i_y for this plans

review, or _hat the responsible office closely coordinates its

efforts with the building department.

Second, an acoustical analysis must accompany building permit

applications for any projee_ that will use any of the eguipmen_

covered by _he workshee_s of section 10. This acoustical analysis

mus_ follow _he procedures identified by the worksheets. These

requirements insure that enforcemen_ practices B, 2a, 2b, and

4 are part of the enforcemen_ s_rategy.

Third, post-construction measurements of actual mechanical equip-

ment noise levels mus_ be made on a spo_ check basis prior to

issuing _he occupancy pe._n,it. This requirement (practices 5 and

5a), though improving the stPa_egy's effectiveness, may present

serious _rob!ems of feasibi!ity_ Building inspectors are not

accustomed to making final tests of performance and are likely

to balk at the pros_ec_ of denying an occupancy _ermi_ because

of a failure, by "a few decibels," to meet appropriate performance

s_andards.

Finally, the office that is res_ons!ble for reviewing the aoousbl-

ca! analyses, and _erfcr=!ng :he final norse measurements, should

also be responsible fop responding to ocmp!aln_s abou_ mechanical

equipment noise (practice 6). This would ensure not only tha_

:he officials who respond to the eomD!aints are familiar with

mechanical equ_ment noise, bun :hat a single office is responsible

for dealing wlth mechanlca! equlpmen: noise from design through

ccns_ruotlon to occupancy and _hereaf_er. The offlce would thus

be kept aware of t_e effectiveness of its petal: scheme _o con-

tr_l mechanical noise.

-15"-
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11.4.3 P_o_lems Not Solved by the RecomMended Enforcement Strategy

There are three major problems, all alluded to in earlier sections

of this report, that mus_ be left unresolved by t_e recommended

enforcement strategy. First, the sta:istical accuracy of the work-

sheet procedures in predicting the noise levels of operating

equipment is net known (see Section lO). Second, a Reference

Poin_ at whic_ mechanical equipment sound levels are to be pre-

dicted must be determined for each insta!la_ion. Third, the_ _._;_
tJ

:. feasi_i!i_y as well as :he effectiveness of _he final post-_ _/a _
construction test is not really known. -..._--

All chose problems, however, coul_ _e better understood, if not

resolved, by "trial" implementation of _he strategy, rf one

_r more Jurlsdlc_ions were to adop_ _he recommended strategy and

implement all the enforcement practices, data could be gathered

demcns_ra=ins the accuracy and u_i!!ty of all procedures. Such

a trial period would provide experience in how building depar_-

men_s and other offices actually reac_ _o the practices, and

how easy or difficu!= architects/engineers find the workshee_

_rccedures.

! -!_-
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APPENDIX ]

TRANSFORMER SOUND POWER LEVEL CALCULATION

This appendix provides a procedure for calculating the A-We!ghted

_ound Power Level for a transformer based on measured NEMA sound

levels and transformer dimensions.

A recent study performed for ESEERCO _ has demonstrated the fol-

lowing re!atlcnsbip between the noise level measured in _he far-

field and that measured at NEMA positions:

Ld - _ - 2O log (d) + lO log (S)- 8

where

Ld - space average sound level measured at distance, d_

from the tank wall, in dBA

.....tA position, circ'.umferentlalL_I - sound level measured at _T=..

averages, in dBA

S - surface area of the four sides of the transformer

tank !n _quare feet

d = distance from the transformer tank, in feet.

The above relation _s based on measured data, as shown !n

Figure A-!.!, w!_h a s_andard deviaClon, _, of 3 dB (due mostly

:o d..eo..z..y effects) A liml:ed number of measurements also

indicated =ha= the above equation is valid for units with cooling

fans operating, provided the measurement positions are not

s_le!ded from'the fans by zhe t_nk wall.

Assu_Ing ...e-_.e_d, hemispher!oa! sound radiation from a poln_

source, _he A-we!ghzed Sound Power Level, Lw (A) is related to the

°.,

A-!-i
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far-field sound level as follows:

Lw(A) = LN + KA

where

Lw(A ) - A-Welgh=ed Sound Power Level re i0-12 Wat_

iN - average sound level measured at NEMA positions,
in dBA

KA - area correction fat=or ( = l0 log (S) - 10.5), in
dB.

Thus, _ransformer Sound Power Level may be ca!cula_ed using _he

above rela=Icn. Table A-I.I provides _be area correction factor,

KA, as a function of tank face area.

TABLE A_1.1

TRAN$':ORMER TANK AREA CORRECTION FACTOR

Tank Face Area_ S_ ft_ _A' dB

i00- 125 !0
128 - !55 11
156 - 200 12
aO! - 2_0 13
251 - 315 14
3i8 - 4OO 19
401 - 500 16
501 - 630 17
631 - 795 !8
T98 - !000 19

1001 - 1250 20
1251 - i585 21
1586 - 1995 22

_i996 - 2500 23

A-1-3
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APPENDIX 2

SOUND ATTENUATION BY BARRIERS

A barrier is a solid wall or obstruction which breaks the direct

line of sight between a sound source and a receiver. An effective

barrier has no holes or air gaps and has a surface weight of at

least _ !b/ft _. Figure A-2.! shows a _ypigal geometrical con-

fi&-uratlon of source, receiver, and intervening infinite bar-

mier. The sound attenuation provided by this simple barrier is

a function of =he source-to-barrier distance (R), the receiver-

to-barrier distance (D), and the line-of-slght break distance (h).

It should be noted u_a= for barriers cf finite width, sound may

propagate around the sides of the barrier as well as over the

top and, therefore, such a barrier provides less abtenuatlon than

an infinite barrier. The sltuation becomes even more complex

for 2, 3, or 4-elded barriers, where sound reflection between

non-absor_tlve barrier walls may also compromise the attenuation.

• Finally, barrier attenuation may be compromised by the use of

walls with low surface weight. Due to these considerations, the

_raot!oal upper limit of barrier performance lies in the range

between l_ and 20 dB.

A procedure for estimating the sound attenuation provided by

.....to, s!ng_e "a. barriers outlined below. The me_hod,

adapted from Reference 29, calculates the reduction in A-weighted

sound level _rovlded by a barrier, based on a poin_ source model

evaluated ar..a frequency of _6_ Ha. The procedure is considered

a___cab_, t6 all building mechanical equipment spec:r'_m classes,

w!_h _n exDected accuracy of :3 dE, in prac:Ice, where men-ideal

noise sources are :he rule rather _han the except!on, _reater

A-2-1
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discrepancies are possible. Nevertheless, the calculation

procedure presented below yields an estimate of barrier noise

reduction which is useful for design purposes,

Barrier Evaluation Procedure

I. Deter.nine the observer location of interest.

2. Locate the source at a point 1/3 down from the top and 1/2

in from the front and sides of the equipment noise source.

S. Lcca_e the barrier profile and obtain accurate values for

the followlnE quantities (see Figure A-2.!): h, the shortest

distance from the barrier top to the llne of sight from

source to observer (feet); R and D, the slant distances,

along bhe line of slgb_, from the barrier to the source and

observer, respeo=!ve!y. (Specifically, R and D are the two

sesmen_s into which h breaks the line of sight.) Note that

h is n_= the helg_t of the barrier above ground, but the

d!s_anoe from the bar_ier tog to the line of sight.

a. Enter at the tog of Figure A-2.2 w!_b =he value of h on the

left-hand scale; move right to intersect the curve corres-

pondlns to R (or D, whichever is sm_Z_r).

5. Move down to intersect the curve corresponding _o =_e value

of D/R (or R/D, whichever is greater than unity).

_. Move ri'_ to intersect the ver_!cal scale in order to _.nd
_he coten_ial _ _-_ -

• .a.._e. shielding, AI, in decibels, oorres-
._ ....te len_zh._onding to _n ideal ba ..... of

A-2-3
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Examo]e

Estimate the sound attenuation oC the barrier configuration il-

lustrated in Figure A-2.3. The barrier is constructed of i/2

inch plywood with a surface density of 1.5 lb/_t = and a sound

transmission loss of 18 dB in the 500 Hz octave band

(TLs0o - !8).

1. The observer location, 0, is as indicated on Figure A-2.3L

2. The source location, S!, for the "over-the-_qp" sound path

is chosen at the center of the machine (plan view) and !/3

down from the top as shown on Figure A-2.3.

3. The qua/_ities hl, R!, and D1 are obtained from a scale

drawing, as indicated in Figure A-2.3.

_. Enterln_ the workchart with h! - 6.3 ft on =be left-band

scale, a llne is drawn to the right _c intersect the curve

c=r_esponding =o R - D : 16 f_ (see Figure A-_._).

5. Moving down, a line is drawn to intersect the curve cor-

resDonding to R/D - ! (see Figure A°2._).

6. Moving right, a line is drawn to inter_eet the "_ver._ca_

scale in order :o find A! = !? dB (see _' .... A-2 _)

Since _here are sound paths around the sides of the barrier and

the surfaee'_¢e!ght of the _arrier is less than _ _ _2

calcu!a=!on _roceeds _o Ste_ 9-
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7. _f there are no sound paths around the sides of the barrier,

and the barrier has a surface weight greater or equal to

!b/ft 2, then the estimated barrier attenuation may be

taken to be A!.

8 If there are no sound paths around the sides of the ba...e.,

and the barrier has a surface weight less than 4 ib/f::, then

:he bamrler a_tenuat!on may be estimated by combining A1 wi_h

TL_D 0 (the tr_smlssicn loss of the barrier wall evaluated

for :he 200 Hz octave frequency band). A simplified me:hod

for combining decibel attenuations is Drovlded in Table A-2.1.

9. If there are sound paths around one or two sides of the bar-

rier, oa!cula_e the -_ -
bar..e, a:tenuatlons A2 and A3 for _hese

_a_hs in the horizontal plane, as described in steps 3 through

6 above. The source locations for these calculations, how-

ever, should be at _he s_48 of :he equlpment closes: _o :he

barrier edge being evaluated.

I0. Estimate _he overall barrier a_:enua_ion by comblnin_ AI, A2,

A3, and TLso 0 (whichever apply) in a steg-wise fashion, using
_e method in Table A-2.1

TABLE A-2.1

SIMPLIFIED COMBINATION OF DECIBEL ATTENUATIONS

When Two Decibel Subtrac_ the

A_tenua=!on Values Followin_ Amoun_
D_..e. bZ: from :he Lower Value:

0 or ! dB 3 dE

2 o_ 3 d_ _ dB

a zo 9 dB 1 dB

i0 dB or more 0 dB
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O1 16'J, / ,- ! i_ ,,
,',/,-./,,%_,'<,'_,,,/I,/,,,/, _' .,.',, "._,',.-,, ,_. _,.3,
Mach,no t" +_B,:rrler

t_Lk_/ATIQN

Barri=r R; = i6i

_/_\ 02 = 17'
h2 " 7.5:

.--k "
1:3 " ]6'

h,_ = 11'

I_LAN VIEW

FIGURE A-2.3. BARRIER EVALUAT ON EXAMPLE

1



FIGURE A-2.4. WORKCHA_T SOLUTION TO BARRIER
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9. The source loca_!ons, S2 and $3, for the sound paths
around _he two sides of the barrier are chosen at the

ends of the machine as il!us_ra_ed in Figure A-2.3. The

a:$enua$ion values A2 and A3 for these paths are caleu-

!a_ed in the same manner as AI. The worMc_art computa-

tions, shown on Figure A-2._, result in values of A2 - 18 d_

and A3 m 21 dB.

!0. The overall barrier attenuation iS estimated by combining

AI, A2, A_, and TL_00 uslng the method of Table A-2o!. _n
order to do th_s, the component a_tenua_ions are arranged

in descending order and combined as Shown below.

TL_o 0 18 _.

A2 " 18_

A1 " i?_- = ATOTA L - 12 dB

Thus, t,he procedure es_!ma=ee an overzl! ba...e, a_'-enua_Ion

._.c.. well below the a_.'-enuatlon of any one

ccm._onen_ _a_.
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APPENDIX 3

ADDITION OF DECIBELB

Sines decibels are logarithmic values It is not proper to add

them by noz_nal algebraic addition. For example, 63 dB plus

63 _B does .o_ equal 126 dB but only 66 dB.

A very simple, but adequate schedule for addlnE decibels is as

Follows:

When two decibel Add the following amount
values diffe r by: to =he hi_her value:

0 on! dB 3 dB

2or _ _ 2rib

4 to 9 dB I dB

i0 _B o_ more 0 dB

When theye are several decibel levels to be added, they should

be added two at a time, s_arting with tde lower valued levels

and c_n_inuin_ _he addition procedure of two at a time until

only one value Te_ains.

To il!us_Ta_e, suppose It is desired _o add the following Five

sound levels, usin_ the above sub.at!on p_ocedure:

?9 ds __

d_

_- 90 dS
_ d_
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The simplified addi=Ion rules above involve reund_ng off of

some s_ms =o the neares_ whole number, resulting in the pos-

sibility of a small error. In general, the above procedure

will yield sums accurate to the nearest I dB.
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APPENDIX 4

SAMPLE P_RMIT SCHEME WORKSHEET$

J

P
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WORKSHEET A

Outdoor Equipment

P_coedure for Calcu!a_ion of Sound Level at a Reference Point Outdoors

9art l: Reference Data

1. Equipment Desorip¢ion .,,

2. _dent!fica_!on Symbol on Drawings

3. ManufaoZurer and Model Number

4. Operating Condibions

_. A-Weigh$ed Sound Power Level d_A re !0-12 Wast

Spectrum Class

J l Caloula=ed from tables a=_ac._ workshee=)

Certified _esC data (attach substantiation)

6. Znstallaclon Local!on :

On-_rad'e

Roof-cop

7. Presence of Nearby Reflecting Surfaces:

a. None b. One c. _o

8. Line of Sigh= between E_u!pmenc azd Reference Point:

.a. Unobstructed

t. _ro_en by solid barrier, roof setback, e_c.

_. Distance, Equipment _o Reference Pcin_ fee_

Per_endlcular distance
S!an_ dls:ance
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Wcrkshee_ A (continued)

Pare 2: Sound Level Estimation

!0. Sound Power Level (f_om line 5) dBA re !0 -12 Wa=Z

l!. CorTeotlon for D!ree_Ivi_y:

a. If Za checked, enter 0 dB

b. If 7b checked, enCer 3 dB

o. Zf 7c checked, enter _ dB

12. Add lines I0 snd il (a, b, or o) dBA re 10 -12 Wa¢z

l_. Correct!on fop Shielding:

a. _[ 8a ohecMed, enter 0 dB

b. _f 8b checked, en_e_:

(!) 5 (allowanoe w/o iZ!¢.) or dB

(a) Result of oompu_a=ion usin_
Appendix 2 (a==ac_ ca!o's.) dB

!4. SuD=raot line !3 from line !a dBA re i0 -la Wa=z

!5. DisZanoe borrec_ion (f_cm Table 13
usin_ dls:a_oe shown on line 9) dB

14. Sub=_ao_ line !_ f_cm line l_ to get

Sound Level a= Reference Point __._dBA re 2 x !0"5_/m 2

i

A-a-3
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WORKSHEET B-!

Indoor Air-Handlin_ Equipment

Calculation of Sound Level at a Reference Point Outdoors

Par-, !: Reference Data

i. Equipment Description

2. Designation 6n Drawln_s or Schedule

3. Manufacturer and Model Number

4. Service Application. Supply Air
Return Air

--Exhaust Air

5. Fan Ty_e: a. Airfoil
--b. Backward Curved/Inclined

o. Fo:-_ard Curved
d. Radial
e. Vane-Axial

,f, Propeller

6. Fan Diameter : inches.

7. Fan Opera_In_ Point:

a. vc fume ofm

b. Total Bta-,Ic Pressure inches, w.g.
c. Brake Horse_c:ver _p

d. S_atlo Efficiency ac Operating Pc!no ....
e. Peak Static Efficiency on Fan Curve %
f. Peroen_ of Peak Static Efficiency a= portaging Pcin_ N

8, Conflguraclcn :

.a. Ducted

(1) Duct Wid-,h inches

(2) Due-, Height inches
(._)Duo'-Length _
(a) " '1., ., -,_UC-, .-n-n_.

(a) Lining _h!ckness inches
(_) Len8-,_ of stralgh: lined due: feec
(o) Lined elbow with _ _- _"m.n.,.,um lO . _ of lining

_eycnd elbow in direction of sound ._ropaEa_Icn
Yes

(_) .'-aok_Sound A::enua_cr:
(a) Manufac;urer & Mode! .,umbe.""

(b) Static Pressure Drom a_ lOOO f_m "'!nones, w.g.
({) Area of Duct O.mezing a'.._ui!din_ Face f_.:

t _ ' -I,a, Plenum Openln__ on ,_x.s of Duc_

__(b) ?!ChUm O.mening > _o off Axis of Duct
b. Non-Duc-,ed (A.m_licab!e _o F!ush-Mcunted Ventilating '."ans)

A-_-_
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_or_snee_ _-Z (Con=inked)

9. Distance, Building Opening =o Reference Point feet

Perpendicular Distance

.Slant Distance

!O. Line of Sigh_ between Equipment and Reference Point

a. Unobstructed

_ b. Broken by solid barrier, roof setback etc.

Part 2: Sound Level Estimation at Reference Point

!I. Calculation of'Fan Sound Power Level (Based on Lines 5,6,?):

a. Specific Sound Power Level, 2KA) (Table i) d.BAre !0"12Wa=tb. Volume Correction, A (Table dB
c. Static Pressure Correction, B (Table 3) ---'dB
d. Static Efficiency Correction, C (Table 4)---'dB
e. Sound Power Level (!la + !ib + !!c ÷ l!d)--dBAr,e !O'!_am:

f. Spectrum Class

•12. Correct!on for Lined Due=work (only if llne Ca,(_) checked):

a. Attenuation of Straight Duct (Table i_) dB
b. Elbo_ Attenuation:

(!) If "Yes" checked, en_'er 5 dB
(2) ZI "NO" checked, enter 0 _B

"13. Correo:i_n for Packaged Sound Attenuator(only if 8a,(_) =_ecked):

a. Attenuation (Table 15) dB
b. Certified Tes: Data (attach subszan_!a_i=n) --rib

!a. Adjusted Sound Power Level:

a. Line !!e =!nus (Lines !2a + !2b)* dBA _ 10"_e==
b, Line !!e minus Line 13a, b _ ...c_A _ iO"_Ra=z

!_. Calculation of Sound Level a= Building Opening:

a. Correction for Duc_ Cross-Sec:ional Area (from
Ta_!e 16 usln_ area of 8a, (_), .dB

b. Correction for _!enum Loss

(I) if _a,(_),(a) checked, enter O: dB
(2) if _a,(c),(b) checked, en=er 3: dB

c. Add Lines !_a and l_b: _..dB

_ d. Sound Level at Opening (Line !4(a or b)
minus Line 15c): --__._.e-_Are2x!0"qC/m2

*A .or%'i._-_=n for ei=her duct lining cra packaged sound a_=enu-

a_or is allowed bu: no= bc_h.
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Workshee_ B-! (Continued)

'16. Correct!on for Direct!vi_y (use only if 10a is checked)

Vertical angle between reference pQint and opening:

0° - 30 °, enter 0 dB

30 ° - 60=, enter 3: dB
60° - 90 °, enter o: dB

_17. Correction for 3hield!ng (use only if 1Qb is checked):

a. Allowance w/o Calculations, enter 5 dB
b. Computation from Appendix 2

(attach calculations): dB

18. Adjusted Sound Level a= Building Opening

(Line 15d minus 16, or, Line !T): dBA re 2x!0-LN/m 2

19. Correction for Distance _o Reference
Palnt:

a. Distance Fac_om (:-Tom Table 19

and Line 9): dB
b. Area Pac_or (F_om Table 19 and

Line 8a, (6)): dB
m. Line 19a minus Line lgb: dB

20. Sound Level a_ Reference Pmin_:
(Line 18 minus Line 19c) d_A re 2x!0-LN/m 2

.o ..... _. .._ or shielding is a__._ed,co...c..on .._he. d_--_-Jv_-,,

but n_ bo_h.
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WORKSHEET B-2

Bui.!dln_ Mechanical Equipment Indoors

Calculation of Sound Level.a_ a Reference Point Outdoors

Par_ l: Reference Data

i. Equipment Description ..,

2. Identification Symbol on Drawings

3. Manufacturer and Model Number

_. Operating Conditions

9. A-WeiEhted Sound Level at ! meter dBA re 2 x 10 -5 N/m 2

$peo_='um Class

6. Distance between Equipment and Closest Opening Ln Exzerlor

lea1! fee_

._ a. Opening unshlelded from equipment

b. Opening shZelded from equipment

7. Dlmens!onS of Opening:

a. Height ft

b. Width f$

¢. Area ft 2

a. Acoustical Treatmen= of Opening

__a. _one

.... b. Packaged Sound At:enuator

.e. Ae_ustlca! louvers

9. Disz_nce, BuildlnE Opening :o Reference Pc!no ..... fz

Pe_endlcu!am Diszanoe

Slant'Distance

10. Line of S!gh_ between E_ulpment and .=°_°............ c. Psint

a. Unobszructed

b. Broken by so.,d ba.._e., roof setback, e_c.

A-- ;'--?
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Ro._sne.. _-2 (Continued)

=_..r_2._ Sound Level _s:ima:icn a_ Reference _Qint

!!. A-Weighted Smund Level at i meter (from Line 57 . dBA r_ [x!O-LN/m2

12. Correction for Distance to Closest Opening:

a. Distance (usins Table !7 and Line 6) ....dB

b. Shielding:

Unshielded, enter 0 dB

Shielded,enter 3 dB

c. Total Correction (12a + 12b) dB

13. A_enua_ion across Opening:

a. If 8a is ohecked, enter 0 ....dB

b. _f 8b is cheoked, use
Table !5 O_
Certified Ra_ings(k_ach substantiation) dB

_. Zf 8C iS cheolced, use
Table !8 or

.....Certified Rablngs(attach substantial!on) dB

!_. A-_ei_h=ed Sound Level at Exterior Side of 0pening:

Line l! minus Line 12C minus Line !3a,b,o: _..__r_ ;2.10"_/m2

*I_. Correct!on for Direc=ivity (use only if Line 1Go is checked:

Vermica! angle between reference _oln= _nd cDenln_:

• 0° 30_, enter 0: dB
30° - 60 a, ente_ 3: dB

_0 Q - 9Q e, en_e_ _: . dB

*!6. Correction for Shielding (use only if line 10b is checked):

a. Allowance w/o Calculations, enter _: dB

b. Com_u_ation from Appendix _ (atza_h _czlc's): dB

!?. Adjusted Soun_ Level at ='_.u-_d.ng 0menin_

(Line l_ minus Line !_, or, Line l_): , =d,%Are 2x!O-;N/m2

!_. Carreo:ion Cot Distance to Reference Point:

a. Distance Factor (from Table !9 and Line 9): dB

b. Area_ac:or (from Table 19 and Line 7c): dR

¢. Line !_a minus .-..or'"!_b: --dB

19. S_und Level at Reference Poinz
(Line !7 minus Line 18o) d_A _ _10"_;/m 2

A-_-8


